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SUMMARY

Online cloud storage is a convenient and affordable way to store data over long periods.
Today, millions of Internet users who have adopted cloud storage have accumulated years of
information across thousands of files. The data stored is diverse, ranging from old photo-albums
to old tax returns. As the social and personal contexts around this data continue to evolve,
some of it loses its value and relevance over time. Even worse, some may contain sensitive
information that puts users at risk. With the increasing prevalence of cyber crimes and data
breaches, the decision to retain certain information online should be re-evaluated over time.
Unfortunately, due to the scale of data, manual management of the cloud is infeasible, and
there is a need for smart tools that allow users to achieve their desired management in an
effective manner.
In this thesis, we present a comprehensive oversight into the problem. Through an exploratory study, we investigate the need for remediations for retrospective data management.
Our results demonstrate a clear desire among users to manage files and the inability to do
so due to the lack of practical tools. We then conduct a second study in which we carry out
qualitative interviews to understand the kinds of management users intend. Finally, we incorporate the learned insights into the design of a learning-based tool (Aletheia). We predict users
desired management decisions with an accuracy of 79%. Aletheia’s performance validates a
human-centric approach to developing management for files in the cloud. It also improves upon
state of the art in minimizing the attack surface of cloud accounts.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

(Previously published as Khan, M. T., Hyun, M., Kanich, C., Ur, B. (2018). Forgotten but
not gone: Identifying the need for longitudinal data management in cloud storage. In Proceedings
of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-12).)

Cloud storage services are a convenient and affordable way to store data with full fidelity over long periods.
Due to their increased popularity, major companies such as Google, Amazon, and Microsoft each have their
version of a cloud storage solution (3). Even the free versions of these services provide gigabytes of storage,
which is more than enough for thousands of documents and media files to pile up over the years. For instance,
the default free version of Google storage is 15 GB for a user, and most users who do not have particularly large
files, are likely to ever run out. As a result, many cloud based users across the globe have implicitly become
long-term users of these platforms, with large amounts of their data accumulated in the cloud.
As the cloud becomes an integral part of the daily lives of Internet users, the data stored over time has
become diverse, ranging from old tax returns and forgotten high school projects to pictures with exes and shared
spring break photo albums. With the passage of time and evolving social contexts, some of the data loses its
relevance. Crucially, some of it is no longer useful and may still be risky to continue to store.
This state of affairs has troubling consequences. While making indefinite retention of files the default option
frees users from the risks of lost USB sticks or crashed hard drives; this policy also causes potentially sensitive
information to accumulate in a single place. Such a form of data accumulation presents attackers with an
attractive opportunity for account takeovers. If an attacker successfully impersonates the user (e.g., by guessing
their password) or finds a flaw in the cloud implementation (4), they can access potentially all of the user’s
data. Moreover, the latent information stored within the content also puts individuals at higher potential risk
in case of company-wide data breaches (5; 6), and lost devices (7). In addition to these potential privacy issues,
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2

maintaining large amounts of data such that all of it is accessible on a moment’s notice is a tremendous waste
of resources. Just the sheer volume of data can lead to a highly unorganized state of the cloud account, which
can cause the mixing up of valuable information with irrelevant data (8).
These concerns necessitate the need to reevaluate the data retention practices of users of cloud storage
services. While prior research has characterized the need for retrospective data management in other domains (9;
10), effective management of cloud data is an open problem. Because revisiting thousands of files that have
accumulated over the years is time-consuming, the foundation of any practical management approach must be
some form of automated inference. Even so, the subjective and human-centered nature of file management
requires an understanding of what makes a file in the cloud sensitive, as well as what makes it expendable.
Overall, an ideal tool should incorporate learning mechanisms with user-centric management preferences to
effectively increase the overall security and usability of consumer cloud services.
The projects discussed in this thesis focus on developing a comprehensive understanding of individuals’
perceptions of the data stored in the cloud and creating learning-based tools, which allow users to manage this
data efficiently. Our formal hypothesis is stated as follows:
“We hypothesize that over the years, cloud storage services have evolved into sophisticated and versatile
data-stores that contain information that is stale and even poses a privacy risk to users, this necessitates the
development of methods that are specialized in accurately determining the extent of this risk and delivering precise
retrospective remediation through automated management.”
Through the process of empirical user studies, we first assessed the extent of sensitive and expendable data
in the cloud, and after determining that the volume of data is infeasible for manual management, we took upon
the task to explore users interpretation on the kinds of management they intended, and integrated them into
developing a learning based model for the protection and management of users’ cloud accounts.
We first conducted an exploratory study to characterize the data stored in cloud accounts and investigated
the need for remediations for retrospective data management. Through a survey of 100 Amazon Mechanical
Turk participants, we asked questions about their perceptions of cloud storage and the files stored in them. A
web application was developed, which integrated both the Google Drive and Dropbox Application Programming
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Interface (API) to scan participants’ accounts and collect the relevant file and user metadata. First, participants
answered a set of generic questions. Next, they were shown a set of 10 stratified files from their cloud accounts.
For each file, they specified if they would like to apply a specific management decision such as to delete, encrypt,
and unshare the file (if it was shared), rather than keeping it in its current form. A sub-goal of the study was also
to investigate how participants would feel about introducing semi-automated ways of retrospective management.
To accomplish this, we asked participants questions regarding the ability to aggregate management decisions for
files present in their cloud archives.
Results from the exploratory study demonstrated that participants had forgotten about the existence of
a considerable amount of files in their accounts. A staggering 51% of the files shown were not remembered.
In regards to file management, 83% of participants wanted to delete at least one file, despite reporting any
storage shortage reasons. Overall, participants preferred to delete 34% of the files instead of keeping them asis. Encryption was less popular, and participants only wanted to encrypt 7% of the files. Furthermore, they
also preferred to unshare 11% of the files which they had previously shared with individuals. In addition, textbased responses about why participants wanted certain file management decisions were crucial in establishing the
foundations of the follow-up study. Overall, our exploratory study provided evidence for the need for advanced file
clustering techniques alongside understanding individualized user preferences to design learning-based solutions
for management in cloud archives.
Qualitative insights from the first study highlighted users had strong preferences to manage and organize
content in their cloud along the dimensions of sensitivity and usefulness. Due to the highly subjective nature of
these concepts, as well as the incomplete understanding provided by prior work, we next explored users’ mental
models of these concepts qualitatively. To enumerate the many ways different people might think of a file as
sensitive or useful, we conducted 17 qualitative interviews. We found that participants considered files sensitive
for objective reasons like the presence of financial data or personally identifiable information, as well as subjective
reasons like the presence of content deemed intimate to the participant’s unique context. Participants considered
files useful not only based on the recency of file access but also based on sentimentality and relationships.

4

Subsequently, we acted on this holistic understanding by constructing and evaluating classifiers through
primarily a follow-up quantitative user study. A key challenge is that sensitive files, our primary target, are very
much a minority class within cloud archives. As a result, for the quantitative study, we conducted two rounds of
surveys. In each round, we showed participants dozens of files from their own Google Drive or Dropbox accounts,
asking them to rate (and explain) the sensitivity and usefulness of each file. We collected numerous metadata
and content features for each file, as well as for the cloud account overall.
In Round 1 we showed 75 participants files selected from their account using heuristics inspired by our
qualitative interviews. We trained a preliminary classifier using the data collected. To further mitigate the
class imbalance for file sensitivity, in Round 2 we showed 33 additional participants files selected based on
our preliminary classifier. Using the combined data, we trained and evaluated a final classifier, which we dub
Aletheia 1 .
The design of Aletheia was grounded on three prediction tasks. It predicted whether a user would perceive
a given file as (i) sensitive and (ii) no longer useful. Finally, it predicted (iii) a file-management decision
specifying whether the file should be kept, deleted, or protected (e.g., requiring 2 Factor Authentication (2FA)).
To evaluate Aletheia, we used comparisons with the random and majority baselines. For the sensitivity task,
we also used data features from the Google Data Loss Prevention (GDLP) API (11) as an additional baseline.
Aletheia substantially improves state of the art for identifying files in the cloud that users are likely to perceive
as sensitive and no longer useful. Predicting sensitivity, Aletheia showed an improvement of 52% for documents
and 109% for images over the GDLP baseline. For predicting files as no longer useful, Aletheia’s Area Under the
Curve (AUC) improvement was 51% for documents and 97% for images when compared to a random classifier.
In regards to predicting participants’ desired file management, the accuracy improvement was 49% over the
most sensible baseline, a majority label classifier. We also noted that using scores of perceived sensitivity and
usefulness increased the accuracy of management by 11%. This finding supports our approach to understand

1

Aletheia is the Greek word for truth, which through the privative alpha literally means “unforgetfulness” or “un-concealment.”
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how users would interpret sensitivity and usefulness and incorporate it into the design process of automated
management. To our knowledge, Aletheia is the first classifier that aims to identify files users for management
decisions that combine both standard learning techniques and user-centered insights.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we provide an overview of the prior work.
Chapter 3 and 4 discuss the methodology and evaluation of the exploratory study. In Chapter 5, we detail our
approach for the follow-up quantitative study. Chapter 6 elaborates our qualitative interviews, while Chapter 7
and 8 explain the methodology and results of our quantitative study. In Chapter 9 we discuss the design and
performance of Aletheia, and conclude the thesis in Chapter 10.

CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

(Previously published as Khan, M. T., Hyun, M., Kanich, C., Ur, B. (2018). Forgotten but
not gone: Identifying the need for longitudinal data management in cloud storage. In Proceedings
of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-12).)

Previous scholarship related to this project spans multiple sub-areas, including literature on the use of cloud
storage, the risks and harms of online data, retrospective information management, user conceptualizations of
online data attributes, and the development of tools and interfaces to manage online data.

2.1

Cloud Storage Usage and Privacy
The advent of cloud storage was based on the reality of increasing amounts of data and decreasing costs for

storage. The cloud provides more storage at a lower cost per customer, thanks to the efficiency of data centers.
Cloud storage providers support both thick and thin client platforms (12) and ensure data availability, protected
from failures (13; 14). As a result, cloud storage has gained significant popularity. Consumer cloud storage
has developed primarily over the last decade. Box announced online file sharing for personal use in 2005, and
Dropbox followed soon after. In 2019, the cloud storage market was valued at $46.12 billion and is projected to
reach $222.25 billion by 2027 (15).
Despite its benefits, cloud storage has many implications for privacy and security. A careful analysis of
the architecture and workloads of such systems has highlighted vulnerabilities in their usage, as well as how
these issues impact users (13; 16). Computer experts have found security issues in the implementation of cloud
storage. For example, Hu et al. (17) evaluated Mozy, Carbonite, Dropbox, and CrashPlan, finding that none
offered any guarantees for data integrity and availability, nor assumed any liability for security breaches or
data loss. Moreover, most free services did not offer data encryption, forcing data safety to become the user’s
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responsibility. Thus, when personal information is at risk, as in the 2014 case of Dropbox’s link disclosure
vulnerability (18), users are left vulnerable. While legal protections on data stored in the cloud dictate that
users do have a reasonable expectation of security and privacy in the cloud (19), the question remains: how
do providers implement user-centered data management? To this end, our work explores this question in great
detail, and we achieve it through a user-centric approach.
Issues around cloud privacy are worsened because users do not fully understand how their data is managed.
It is not uncommon for private information to be uploaded to the cloud unintentionally; the majority of users in
a study by Clark et al. discovered private photos in the cloud they did not realize were there (20). Although
some solutions have been proposed to allow users to take advantage of the cloud without compromising privacy
and autonomy (21), users still express distrust of the cloud. In Ion et al.’s cross-cultural study of cloud usage,
most participants perceived cloud storage to be less secure than local storage (22). This would explain why
users are reluctant to store sensitive data in the cloud (23; 24; 25; 26; 27). Many of these concerns could be
mitigated if users had a better understanding of which files were stored in their cloud, as well as an active role
in managing their data. Although researchers have analyzed user perceptions and system limitations, there has
been little research from a user-centered perspective about what data users have stored in the cloud and forgotten
about, as well as what they would like to do with that data. We take the first steps towards filling that gap.
We investigate cloud storage usage, develop an understanding of why users initially store in the cloud and their
desired file-management decisions.

2.2

Risks of Storing Information Online
With the increasing use of cloud based platforms being used to retain longitudinal information, the possibility

of being harmed by data leaks has become very real. The breaches can either happen at an individual level as a
result of targeted attacks or on a larger scale, though orchestrated company-wide data breaches.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) (28) has raised the issue of how online data of individuals can be
misused against them and can lead to financial, as well as health and safety risks. Similarly, academics have
also studied (29; 30; 31) how the stealing and leakage of personal data by malicious actors can cause damage to
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users of all age groups. Due to these inherent dangers, it is more than ever necessary to have better protection
mechanisms for securing online data.
To better understand this risk, researchers have also taken an alternative angle by studying the privacy
paradox. Kokolakis et al. (32) show how over the years, awareness around online privacy among users has
increased. The variation of privacy perceptions has also been studied from a generational standpoint (33), from
the perspective of the associated risks (34) in various scenarios, and the magnitude of various types of risks which
include doxing (35; 36), stalking (37) and cyberbullying (38). Specifically, in the context of cloud storage, while
Ion et al. (22) have determined that individuals understand the risks of storing data in the cloud, many users
seek better privacy and are willing to pay for it.
Although sometimes beyond users’ control, the ability to have user-centered management of data has become
a crucial part of online security. A prime example of the lack of such a resource has led to various data breaches
in the recent past. These include the 2012 Dropbox password leaks (5), the Ashley Madison breach (6), the 2019
Capital One hack (39) and the infamous Equifax data breach, which exposed sensitive data of millions of users
and led to an FTC investigation that ended with a large settlement (40). For most data breaches, organizations
are not able to recover the data or even provide fair compensation for the damage. While organizations have
a stronger grounding and can recover, end users are the ones who end up taking a majority burden of these
breaches. This looming risk to end users necessitates the need for active management of their data at an individual level. However, the scale of data makes management infeasible, and the question remains on what steps
users need to take in order to secure the online ecosystem. Our work explores this open problem in great detail.

2.3

Retrospective Management of Online Data
While surprisingly little work has investigated retrospective data management for cloud storage, extensive

literature has examined similar questions for data on other online platforms. One significant sub-area is the
management of social media posts to safeguard privacy. This is extraordinarily complex because users make
dynamic privacy decisions based on context (41). Mondal et al. (9) demonstrate through a Facebook user study,
the mismatch of privacy posts, and the desire among social media users to change the audience of their posts.
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Although cloud storage and social media serve different purposes, this still provides a useful point of comparison,
as both support content that can be either shared publicly, kept private, or removed altogether. Researchers
have also developed Cloudsweeper, a cloud-based email protection system, which lets users remove or “lockup” sensitive, unexpected, and rarely used information. While it effectively protects some sensitive files (10),
Cloudsweeper’s methods do not map directly to cloud storage. More recently, a study performed by Brackenbury
et al. (42) explores retrospective management based on file similarity metrics.
From research on retrospective management of social media, it becomes clear that a primary contributing
factor for data management is temporality. It mediates whether users perceive content worthy of being acted
upon, or left as-is, depending on its relevance over time (43; 44). The passage of time plays an important role,
and users themselves cannot always predict what their preferences will be in the future (45). In a study (46) on
Twitter, results show that even if users withdraw tweets (e.g., by deleting them), retweets may provide residual
evidence and may even highlight when deleted tweets are missing.
Learning from this, we would expect that long term data in cloud storage can create similar problems for
users. Decisions about managing files would depend heavily on the passage of time. Especially when sharing
documents for the purpose of collaboration, one might expect temporality to influence the relevance of a document, and thus the associated management decisions. Determining whether users would want files to be deleted,
encrypted, or archived is a complex calculation. Components ranging from file size to contents and access patterns, all need to be considered to provide efficient and useful file management. Our research contributes to
specifying these considerations in the design of our file management methodology‘.

2.4

Understanding Data Sensitivity and Retention
A part of our work focuses on developing an understanding of data attributes, which make it more likely to

manage from the users’ perspective. Related work in both academia and industry have explored this domain to
better understand this concept.
A relevant management attribute in this regard is data sensitivity, which is subjective, and there is no
universal definition of the term. Different organizations have come up with various categories of sensitivity. For
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example, the Google privacy policy (47), mentions sensitivity associated with terms relating to race, religion,
and sex. Similarly, Facebook and Twitter each have community guidelines that mention similar categories
(48; 49). With the advent of cloud storage involving sensitive online data, Google had introduced its GDLP
API (11) to classify and redact sensitive information from document files. The API categorizes numerous personal
and financial identifiers as sensitive data. GDLP is primarily marketed to organizations and the healthcare
industry to allow them to redact such information before storing data in the cloud. We use this API as one
of our comparison baselines, however, our approach takes a much broader view of sensitivity to better capture
consumers’ conceptions of sensitivity.
In the academic domain, Peddinti et al. (50) have used anonymous Quora posts to explore contextual
sensitivity. They identify categories of questions for which users are more likely to exercise anonymity. Vitale
et al. (51) interview participants to understand data preservation categories of hoarding and minimalism, and also
suggest alternative design strategies for personalized data management (52). Others have explored users’ data
deletion, retention, and coping strategies across complex cloud mechanisms, specifically when individuals have an
incomplete understanding of what deletion in the cloud actually means (53; 54). Axtell et al. (55) have studied
mental models of users across different age groups on practices regarding cloud storage usage. Similar research
has looked at mental models of cloud data privacy for users with different technical backgrounds (56). Broader
complementary work has evaluated file management practices by using only filesystem access information (57)
and explored retention policies from an organizational perspective (58).
Learning from prior user-centric research, we begin our project with a qualitative study to characterize perceptions of data sensitivity and usefulness and incorporate this understanding in subsequent parts of our project.

2.5

Interfaces and Automated Management for Online Data
The general research area of Personal Infomation Management (PIM) began in the 1980s to help users

better store, organize, and retrieve collections of data (59; 60; 61; 62; 63). Researchers have suggested PIM
interfaces for various online components. Dumais et al. (64) have developed a system of information retrieval that
facilitates information reuse, while others have incorporated activity theory into their management interfaces (65).
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Similarly, a lot of work has also been accomplished for email management(60; 66; 67; 68; 10; 69), and management
of local files (61; 70). With cloud storage being a relatively new concept, little work has focused on cloud based
PIM due to dynamic nature of their design and the lack of consumer understanding of cloud storage operations.
In a similar spirit, researchers have also proposed interfaces that use learning-based mechanisms within PIM
interfaces. For social networks, Fang and LeFevre propose a “privacy wizard” for automatic privacy setting
inference (71), while Ghazinour et al. (72) use collaborative filtering to recommend privacy settings. There have
also been efforts to build classifiers around user-level privacy scores (73) and privacy risk (74). Similar research
focuses on inferring sensitive attributes and identity matching in online platforms (75; 76; 77; 78; 79). Some have
also used classifiers to predict private vs. public content (80; 81), as well as permissions for mobile apps (82) and
the management image files (83).
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to develop a classifier for automated management of files
on cloud storage, that is motivated by user studies and and takes user-inference of file sensitivity and usability
ratings into the design of a PIM classifier.

CHAPTER 3

EXPLORATORY STUDY METHODOLOGY

(Previously published as Khan, M. T., Hyun, M., Kanich, C., Ur, B. (2018). Forgotten but
not gone: Identifying the need for longitudinal data management in cloud storage. In Proceedings
of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-12).)

3.1

Overview
To first understand the needs and opportunities for helping users manage forgotten files in their cloud storage

accounts, we performed an exploratory study. Our procedure combined a dynamic online survey taken by our
participants, along with programmatic data collection of metadata for files their accounts. Due to their popularity
and API availability, we chose to implement our survey instrument for both Dropbox and Google Drive. We
detail more on each provider in Section 3.2 and continued to use the same cloud services for the followup study
described in Chapter 7.

Programmatic data
collection
User and ﬁle
metadata collected
from Dropbox and
Google Drive APIs

Informed consent
and OAuth

Generic
questions

Display selected
ﬁle

File speciﬁc
questions

Process repeated for 10 selected ﬁles

Figure 1: An design overview of the exploratory study survey.
12

Demographics
and features
questions
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Figure 1 summarizes our survey flow which has three main sections: one with a set of generic questions
regarding the use of cloud storage, a second where we asked detailed questions about a stratified sample of ten
files that each participant had in their actual Dropbox or Google Drive account, and a third in which we collected
participant demographics and also asked about the potential for automating file management.

3.2

Cloud Storage Services
Both Google Drive and Dropbox are similar at a high level; however some small differences impacted our

study design1 . Dropbox has existed since 2007, and Google Drive was introduced in 2012. Both offer free and
paid tiers, Dropbox offers 2GB of free storage, while Google Drive provides 15GB, which is shared between all
Google services, including Gmail and Google Photos. Dropbox and Google Drive provide sharing in two distinct
ways. The first way of sharing files is to explicitly specify the recipient’s account (or email address) in the cloud
interface, done on an individual basis. The second method of sharing is to generate a link such that anyone with
the link can access the file. Additionally, sharing can be transitive: a file shared from user A to user B can then
be shared from user B to user C, depending upon the permissions given by user A.
At the time of the study, particularly Dropbox users intending to share an individual file could only give
others view access, as granting edit access required sharing the entire folder containing the file. On the other
hand, Google Drive allowed its users to grant view and edit access for both files and folders. Furthermore, for
link sharing, Dropbox users with free accounts were limited to share links with view access only, whereas Google
Drive permitted the apportion of view or edit access. 2 .
Keeping these nuances into account, for our study we did not consider Dropbox files shared via link because
they do not enable collaboration. In addition, we limited the selection of shared files where a user was not the
owner. This was to prevent the selection of files from email attachments as a result of storage space shared among

1

These services are dynamic and continue to change their operational strategies. Specifics reported
in this thesis are subject to change in the future.
2

This has changed as of March 2020. With the introduction of Dropbox Paper (84), users can now
provide edit access to individual for both email and link sharing.
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Google Drive and Gmail. We elaborate this further in Section 3.5 when explaining our file selection criteria.

3.3

Data Collection
An essential part of our study involved showing participants files in their cloud storage accounts to ask

questions that gauge their receptiveness to different data-management options. To achieve this, we first presented
users with a consent form explaining what API access we needed and what information we would retain on
our servers. After participants consented to the study, we requested access authorization to the service using
OAuth2 (85), which allowed our application to programmatically access the files stored within the account. This
granted us temporary access to these accounts without having to ask users for their passwords. We also provided
guidelines in our privacy policy on how to revoke access once participants had completed the survey.
After obtaining authorization, we used the official API’s provided by Dropbox and Google Drive to collect
the data. Specifically, we used the Dropbox API v2 and Google Drive API v3. As the number of files per
account varied widely and we needed the full list of files in the account to perform a stratified sample, we
optimized API calls to ensure that the collection process was robust and relatively quick. As shown in Figure 1,
we programmatically collected this data while the participant completed the generic portion of our survey.
Throughout this process, our primary concern was to maintain participants’ privacy by collecting data in an
ethical manner. We submitted our research protocol to the UIC Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocol number 2017-0186, and received an exemption. Details regarding the IRB are also present included the Appendix.
We also used multiple techniques to protect user safety. First, we hosted our survey on an HTTPS domain with
a valid certificate. We provided a detailed privacy policy with our contact details. For both cloud services, we
limited the OAuth2 permission scope and requested only basic account information along with the file/folder
metadata needed for our survey. We retained only the information we needed and stored one-way hashes for any
unique identifiers to prevent retaining Personally Identifiable Infomation (PII). Furthermore, information such
as file names and the names of other users who shared files with the participants were displayed in-browser via
direct API calls and not retained on our servers.
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3.4

Recruitment and Inclusion Criteria
For the exploratory study, we recruited participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We limited participants

to North America and also required them to be age 18+ and have a previous approval rating of 95%+. As
our goal was to investigate temporal file management and sharing decisions for cloud storage, we performed a
preliminary screening of the survey participants using metadata from their accounts and verified that they met
our criteria for inclusion, which we also presented to prospective participants in our Mechanical Turk Human
Intelligence Tasks (HITs) description. Our criteria were:
• More than 50 total files on the cloud storage account
• At least one file that is older than 30 days
• At least 1 shared folder for Dropbox, and at least 10 shared files for Google Drive
These filters ensured that participants’ accounts were sufficiently well used for us to ask about various use
cases. We also had additional sanity checks in our survey instrument to ensure that participants could not
attempt to trivially meet our requirements without using their own legitimate accounts.
We recruited participants through two classes of HITss. In the first class, we asked participants to select
the service (Dropbox or Google Drive) that they used more often for cloud storage. This resulted in 67 Google
Drive users, yet only 17 Dropbox users. To even out this distribution, enabling us to compare more evenly across
services, we posted additional Dropbox-only HITss, which resulted in an additional 16 Dropbox users.

3.5

File Selection
We asked each participant about ten different files from their cloud storage account. While random sampling

of files would allow us to make statistical inferences about the entire contents of the cloud storage account, our
focus was instead on collecting perceptions about as broad a set of files and use cases as possible. Thus, we
conducted a stratified sampling strategy as outlined in Table I.
Within each of these ten categories, we randomly selected one file from all files that met the specified criteria.
If no files in the user’s account matched a category (or if we had already asked about the only such file), we
selected a random file from the account in its place.

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Selected File Description
Largest shared file of any type
Largest unshared file of any type
Shared media file of size greater than 250KB
Unshared media file of size greater than 250KB
Recently modified shared document
Recently modified unshared document
Old modified shared document
Old modified unshared document
Any shared file where participant is an editor
Any file shared via link (Google Drive only)
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Table II: Stratified file selection categories for the exploratory study.

The first two categories (#1 & #2) are used to gauge perceptions of file size and sharing; we selected each
of the largest shared and unshared files present in their cloud storage. Categories #3 - #8 select files by varying
file types, recency of edits, and sharing status. Finally, to investigate how sharing modality affects answers, we
varied the sharing modality for categories #9 and #10. As previously mentioned, because Dropbox users did not
have the capability to share a file for editing via a link, category #10 on Dropbox was replaced with a file that
satisfies category #3 instead. This stratified file selection enabled us to study various metrics across individual
file types. After performing this study with 100 participants, we collected information about 1,000 files total.
Due to an error, our survey software did not record three of these 1,000 responses. We thus report results for
997 total files in the exploratory study.

3.6

Survey Structure
Our survey consisted of three main sections. We first asked participants about their usage of cloud storage

and the general characteristics of their accounts. These questions covered attributes like the account age, primary
reasons for using cloud storage, usage patterns, and account management.
The next section consisted of file-specific questions. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of what a participant saw
at the beginning of each set of file-specific questions. Clicking the view button opened a new tab in the browser
with a file preview provided by the cloud storage service. Participants were required to preview the file before
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Figure 2: File detail preview in file-specific section of our survey.

they could proceed. This was followed by a set of questions about file recognition and remembrance. We also
presented participants with three hypothetical file-management decisions: keeping the file as-is, deleting the file,
and encrypting the file. We asked them to choose their preferred management decision. For shared files, we asked
participants about the people with whom the file was shared with, and whether they would want to continue
sharing the file with each of them.
Finally, we asked participants about their demographics, as well as about potential features that could be
added to cloud-storage services. We collected basic demographics about participants, including age, gender,
and profession. Among potential features, we asked whether auto-deletion, auto-archiving, and auto-encryption
would be useful for the participants and, if so, in what circumstances. We include our complete survey instrument
in the Appendix.

3.7

Data Analysis
After the data collection, we performed both quantitative and qualitative analyses. We provide the details

of our evaluation methodology next.
Aggregation and Basic Statistics: Beyond survey responses, we also collected non-sensitive, non-personally
identifiable metadata from participants’ cloud storage accounts. Specifically, we calculated basic descriptive
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account statistics, such as the number of bytes stored in the account, the number of files in the account, the
types of files, and the percentage of files shared with others. We then aggregated this file metadata with our
survey analysis, enabling more detailed insights.
Qualitative Coding: To analyze free-text responses, we followed a standard coding process. First, a researcher
created a codebook based on the text responses. This codebook included labels for each response with definitions.
After the first researcher finished creating the codebook, that researcher and another researcher read through
the same survey responses and assigned a code to each using the codebook. After calibration on a small number
of responses, both researchers independently coded all remaining participant answers and calculated the Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient to determine agreement on the coding. With a codebook that contained between three and
fifteen themes per question, Cohen’s Kappa between the two coders was at least 0.61 for each question.
Regression Model: To understand what file-level metadata, information about a given cloud storage account,
and participant demographics correlated with participants’ ability to recognize or remember files, as well as
the decisions they made concerning managing the file and its sharing settings, we ran a series of mixed-effects
logistic regressions. We chose a mixed-effects model because ten different files belonged to each participant,
and our mixed-effects logistic regression models therefore include a participant-specific random factor to account
for this non-independence of data. In each of our regression models, we included the following account-specific
independent variables:
• service (Dropbox or Google Drive)
• age of the account (years)
• whether or not the account was used for work purposes
• whether or not the account was used for personal purposes
We also included the following file-specific factors:
• file type (document, image, spreadsheet, video, or other)
• access permissions (owner, editor, or viewer)
• number of days (log10) since the file was last modified
• size of the file (log10)
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• whether the file was shared, either with specific users or using a shared link
Because we hypothesized that usage patterns and management decisions might differ between Dropbox and
Google Drive, we included terms to capture the interaction between the service and each of the five file-specific
factors. In addition, we also included the following participant-specific factors:
• participant’s age
• participant’s technical background (defined as holding a degree or job in computer science or related fields)
We also ran an analogous ordinal regression to identify correlations between these factors and participants’
preference about whether or not to keep sharing that file with up to three different individuals with whom that
file was shared (sharing recipients). The dependent variable was ordinal, capturing preferences to keep sharing
(1), whether it did not matter whether or not the file was shared (2), or to stop sharing (3). As this regression
only included shared files, we removed the independent variable indicating whether or not the file was shared.
However, we added an independent variable for participants’ response about how recently they had been in touch
with the sharing recipient (within the past year, over a year ago, or that they did not know who that person was).
We treated both the participant and the file as random factors in our mixed-effects model. Because shared files
were only a fraction of our data set, we did not include interaction terms. In Chapter 4 we report the p-values
for factors that were significant. We provide the full regression tables in the Appendix.

CHAPTER 4

EXPLORATORY STUDY EVALUATION

(Previously published as Khan, M. T., Hyun, M., Kanich, C., Ur, B. (2018). Forgotten but
not gone: Identifying the need for longitudinal data management in cloud storage. In Proceedings
of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (pp. 1-12).)

4.1

Overview
We present comprehensive results from our survey data analysis, as well as significant highlights from our

regression models. The goal of this analysis was to identify users’ perceptions of file management in the cloud
and understand the file specific factors that would help towards the desired file-management decisions.

4.2

Participants Demographics and Account Usage
We begin by providing summary statistics for the demographics of our participants. The results are presented

in Table II. Our participants were well-established users of cloud storage. In addition to using either Dropbox
or Google Drive, 33% of participants also used Microsoft OneDrive, while 24% also used Apple iCloud.
A summary of the contents of participants’ Dropbox and Google Drive accounts is shown in Table III. We
also provide distribution plots of these account-level properties in the Appendix. While both services have been
attracting significant numbers of new users in recent years (86; 87), our participants had been using these services
for quite some time; 85% of participants’ Google Drive accounts and 94% of their Dropbox accounts were more
than three years old.
Participants used their accounts in several ways. Over 80% of participants used their accounts for both
work/school and personal reasons, which can lead to an intermingling of files stored for different purposes with
different sensitivities. Participants used their accounts frequently; 29% of participants said they use their account for work, school, or personal purposes at least once a week, and another 32% of participants reported
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Total # Participants

Dropbox

GDrive

33

67

Gender

Male
Female
Not answered

21
11
1

37
30
0

Age

<20
20-35
35-50
51+
Not answered

1
18
8
5
1

0
47
18
2
0

Technical
Background

Yes
No
Not answered

11
21
1

19
48
0
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Table III: Participant demographics for the exploratory study.

using their account at least once a month. It was relatively rare for the cloud to completely supplant local file
storage, as 88% of participants reported retaining at least a subset of their cloud files on a local storage medium.

4.3

Account Archeology
Beyond analyzing usage trends, we also explored what types of files were stored on the cloud. Media files,

which we defined to include sound files, images, and videos, had the most significant share (42%). We defined
documents to include files with .txt, .docx, .pdf, and similar extensions. In total, 22% of such files. Documents
were far more frequent than spreadsheets and presentations, which accounted for only 3% of the files. File
extensions that did not fall in any of these categories were clustered as “other”, and these made up 31% of files.
This other category included compressed archives, CD/DVD images, installers, and config files.
While participants’ self-reported responses suggested that they accessed their storage accounts frequently,
we used file metadata to further investigate how often users edited (changed, rather than only viewed) files.
The median number of days on which users modified at least one file was only 30 over a span of two years
(730 days). This suggests that content modifications are likely to be performed by users on a particular day in
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Property

Service

Min

Median

Max

Account Age
(Years)

DB
GD

0.4
0.1

4.9
4.9

8.2
5.3

Account Size
(GB)

DB
GD

0.1
<0.1

2.0
1.2

54.1
63.3

# of Files

DB
GD

53
59

514
424

66,604
22,163

Shared Files
(%)

DP
GD

<0.1
0.3

21.5
44.0

100.0
99.7

Table IV: Descriptive statistics of participants’ Dropbox (DB) and Google Drive (GD) accounts.

bulk, rather than on a daily basis. As we extracted this insight from the last modified date of a user’s file, the
reported statistic is a lower bound because multiple edits to a single file would appear as only the most recent
modification.

4.4

File Recognition
After showing participants a file, we first asked whether they recognized the file (i.e., whether they knew

what the file was after looking at it). We found that the vast majority of the files we asked about were recognized;
only 10% of Dropbox files and 16% of Google Drive files were not recognized.
As described in the methodology, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression to investigate what factors specific
to the file, account, or participant correlated with whether participants recognized the files they were shown.
Compared to the “other” file type, participants were more likely to recognize documents (p < .001) and images
(p = .027). Unsurprisingly, compared to files for which they were the owner, participants were less likely to
recognize files owned by others and for which they only had editor (p = .001) or viewer (p = .011) permissions.
We observed a significant interaction effect in which participants were more likely to recognize files for which they
had editor permissions if they used Dropbox, rather than Google Drive (p = .018), but the cloud storage service
otherwise did not significantly impact file recognition. We did not observe any significant correlations between

Ownership

File Remembrance
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Figure 3: Comparison of file ownership and remembrance.

whether the participant recognized the file and any of the other file metadata factors or participant-specific
factors we collected.
In addition to asking whether a participant recognized a file, we also asked whether they remembered that
they still had that file in their cloud-storage account. Compared to simply recognizing the file, participants
remembered retaining far fewer of those files: for 39% of Dropbox files and 34% of Google Drive files, they did
not remember that the files were retained in cloud storage. While our non-random sampling approach is not
representative of all files stored within these accounts, this result suggests that even though recalling the act of
saving a file is not hard, with such large and long-lived accounts it is difficult to keep track of what has been
retained.
Using a logistic regression, we found that compared to files in the “other” category, participants were more
likely to remember video files (p = .025), yet less likely to remember image files (p < .001). Unsurprisingly,
participants were less likely to remember files if they had only editor (p = .013) or viewer (p < .001) permissions,
as opposed to being the owner of the file. Participants were also more likely to remember a file the more recently
it had been modified (p < .001) or the larger its file size (p < .001). They were also more likely to remember
shared files than unshared files (p < .001). Participants were less likely to remember a file if their cloud storage
account was older (p < .001), although they were more likely to remember a file if they, the participant, were
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older in age (p < .001). Participants were less likely to remember files if they used their account for work purposes
(p < .001) and more likely to remember files if they used their account for personal purposes (p < .001).
As shown in Figure 3, file ownership also had a positive correlation with remembrance. Through our
regressions, we observed a number of significant interactions between file metadata and the cloud-storage service
regarding file remembrance. Particularly, file ownership had a significant positive correlation with remembering
the file was stored in the cloud (χ2 (8, N = 862) = 32.244, p < .001).
To investigate the utility of these stored files; we asked participants for a self-reported last accessed time
for each file.1 . In the self-reported last accessed time, most files that we asked about had not been accessed
recently. For Dropbox and Google Drive, respectively, 29% and 43% of files had last been accessed between one
month and one year ago. An additional 41% of files had last been accessed between one year and five years ago.
Regarding potential future utility, our participants answered that 30% of Google Drive files and 23% of Dropbox
files would most likely never be accessed again. While copious cheap or free storage makes such “write-only”
archives tenable, if a user were to store sensitive data there without expecting it to provide future benefit, the
risks of such an archive clearly outweigh the rewards.

File Management

4.5

A key question we asked participants about each file was what file-management decision they would prefer
for each file, chosen among keeping a file as-is, deleting it, or encrypting it in place. When asked about these
capabilities in the abstract at the end of the study, participants had a more positive attitude about automatic
encryption (72% agreed it would be helpful) than automatic deletion (32%). However, when asked about ten
specific files, participants’ decisions were starkly different. Participants preferred that 58% of the files they saw
be kept as-is, 35%files be deleted, and the remaining 7% of files be encrypted. These decisions are in line with
participants’ self-reported priorities about file management overall; 40% of participants felt that never losing the
ability to access files is important, while 26% of participants felt that protecting the file from unauthorized access
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Figure 4: Participants’ management decisions across the combinations of file recognition and
remembrance.

is important. Figure 4 demonstrates how these management decisions were significantly correlated (χ2 (4, N =
1000) = 260.26, p < .001) with file recognition and remembrance.
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Figure 5: Management decisions by participants for shown files.

File-management decisions also varied across participants, as shown in Figure 5. While some participants
preferred to keep everything as-is, 48% of participants wanted to delete or encrypt at least half of the files they
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saw. Encryption decisions were motivated primarily by privacy. While some preferences for deleting files were
also based on privacy-related concerns, decisions to delete a file were more commonly based on a file lacking
future utility. Note that this tendency to delete files to clear useless clutter, rather than to maintain privacy,
may be an artifact of the biases of participants who were readily willing to provide researchers access to their
cloud storage accounts.
For each file shown, we asked participants to rate their agreement that it was important to prevent unauthorized access to the file. We used their responses to classify them into rough privacy personas. While four
participants averaged at least “agree” to this statement across files (and could thus be considered privacy concerned), 25 participants averaged at least “disagree” (and could be considered marginally concerned), while the
remaining 71 participants were in the middle (pragmatists). The file-management decision only varied for privacy concerned participants, who were more likely to encrypt than delete. Note that only four participants were
in this category. Privacy concerned participants and pragmatists were more likely than marginally concerned
participants to prefer unsharing currently shared files (unsharing 39%, 15%, and 3% of currently shared files,
respectively).
We also asked participants whether their selected file management decision would apply to other files in
their accounts, indicating that they could “describe those files using whatever language [they] use to think about
them.” Responses were highly dependent on the specific files seen. Among decisions to keep a file as-is, 40% of
participants indicated wanting to generalize such a decision to all other media files, while 30% wanted to generalize
this decision to all files in their account. Among deletion decisions, 48% of participants wanted to apply such
a decision to all other files they described as “not useful.” A common trend for generalizing the management
decision was to apply it to similar file types, such as other ebooks or photos, as well as files contained in the
same folder.
For 67 of the 100 participants, however, the file-management decision for at least one file would not necessarily
generalize to other files. Among participants who would not want to generalize a deletion decision, 39% expressed
a preference to examine deletion decisions individually. Other common reasons included not having other files
of similar importance levels (36%) or not being aware of what the rest of their cloud storage contained (13%).
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Participants who chose not to generalize decisions to keep a file as-is stated similar reasons. In total, 30% of
participants mentioned not having similar items or files of equal importance, while 24% said they preferred to
examine files individually.
Participants were more likely to prefer deleting files if they had only editor (p = .008) or viewer (p < .001)
permissions, as opposed to being the owner of the file. Figure 6 provides a more detailed comparison for this
observation. These values were significantly correlated in our tests (χ2 (2, N = 928) = 13.813, p < .005). This
effect, however, was far more muted for files on Dropbox than for those on Google Drive; there was a significant
negative interaction between the service and the access permissions in predicting preferences for file deletion. We
did not observe any other significant main effects, however, for predicting which files a participant would express
a preference for deleting, nor which participants were more likely to delete files rather than keeping them as-is.
As with our regression model identifying which file-based, account-based, and participant-based features
correlated with preferences for deleting a file, we observed few significant correlations between these factors and
participants’ preferences to encrypt a file. We observed that participants with a technical background, relative
to participants without such a background, were more likely to choose to encrypt a file (p = .036). Figure 7
depicts the correlation between participants’ technical background and encryption decisions. Values in the figure
were significantly correlated in our tests (χ2 (1, N = 645) = 8.1447, p < .005) Furthermore, participants who
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used their cloud storage account for work purposes were less likely to choose to encrypt a file (p = .013). We did
not observe any other significant correlations.
Participants had multiple reasons for wanting to keep files as-is. When asked, 53% of participants said they
might need the file in the future. One participant mentioned for a tax-related file, “I might need it if I am ever
audited, and I don’t know how long I need to keep tax-related [documents].” In contrast, 38% of participants
noted that files they would want to keep as-is did not contain private or sensitive information. For instance, one
participant described, “There is nothing about the file that I would be concerned about during a data breach.”
28% of participants wanted to retain files for backup, while 26% mentioned they wanted easy access to the files
remotely and across multiple devices.
For deletion, 91% of the participants who said they would like to delete at least one file mentioned the file
was no longer useful or needed, or that it was causing clutter. For example, P27 explained, “I don’t need [that
photo] anymore and that folder is full of junk photos.” 26% of participants said they chose to delete a file due
to not being able to remember the file, and 10% of them mentioned deleting files to clear up space. Another
popular reason for deletion was the file content being personal, with the goal of preventing unauthorized access.
One participant mentioned, “It’s a personal photo of my wife and I don’t want anyone else to see it.”
While encryption was not as common as deletion, 65% of the 35 participants who encrypted at least one
file stated securing against unauthorized access as their primary reason for choosing encryption. Commonly,
participants’ responses suggested that these files contained sensitive information. For example, P44 mentioned
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that one file “is a financial document that I would not want to be public.” We also observed instances where
participants wanted to encrypt pictures and videos.

4.6

File Sharing
In addition to asking about preferred file-management decisions, we also asked whether participants wanted

to keep sharing the files that were currently shared. We asked this question for the 212 shared files in our study.
Since we asked about up to three other users with whom each file was shared, this resulted in 447 file-recipient
pairs. We found that participants wanted to keep sharing with 41% of these file-recipient pairs, stop sharing
with 11% of these file-recipient pairs, and did not have a preference for the remaining 48%.
In our regression of participants’ preferences about whether or not to continue sharing files that were shared
with one or more other users by name, rather than through a shared link, we found that a handful of factors
correlated with participants’ preferences. Unsurprisingly, participants were more likely to continue sharing a
file when they had communicated in the past year with the recipient (p < .001). In contrast, Dropbox participants were more likely to want to keep sharing files than Google Drive participants (p = .038). Furthermore,
participants were more likely to want to keep sharing when the file size was larger (p = .013).
Whether participants were in touch (had communicated with the sharing recipient in the last year) was highly
correlated with participants wanting to keep sharing files. Participants in touch with the recipient definitely
wanted to keep sharing with the recipient for 59% of file-recipient pairs. In contrast, they definitely wanted to
keep sharing for only 17% of file-recipient pairs when they were out of touch (had not communicated in the past
year) and 12% of files where they did not know who the recipient was. Whereas participants definitely wanted
to stop sharing for only 4% of pairs when they were in touch with the recipient, they definitely wanted to stop
sharing for 23% of pairs where they were out of touch and 19% of pairs where they did not know who the recipient
was. Figure Figure 8 shows this distribution for our survey participants.
While the proportion of files participants definitely wanted to stop sharing with a particular person was
similar for Dropbox (14%) and Google Drive (9%), the difference was in the strength of the preference to keep
sharing. For particular file-recipient pairs, 57% of Dropbox participants definitely wanted to keep sharing the
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file. The same was true for only 22% of Google Drive file-recipient pairs. For the majority of Google Drive pairs
(64%), participants did not care whether or not to keep sharing, whereas the same was true for only 34% of
Dropbox pairs.
Whereas participants who used their account for work purposes did not care whether or not files continued
to be shared for 53% of file-recipient pairs, the same was true for only 40% of pairs when participants did not
use their accounts for work purposes. Participants who did not use their account for work purposes preferred at
a higher rate either to definitely keep sharing or to definitely stop sharing files, compared to participants who
did use their account for work purposes.
We also asked participants why they originally shared the file. The main reason was for work purposes (48%
of responses). Other common reasons were to provide others access to a file (37% of responses), particularly
media files, or to enable collaboration (11%). Participants who wanted to continue sharing the file gave similar
reasons for originally sharing the file as those who did not. Furthermore, 17% of responses noted the file
contained harmless information, while 3% noted that there was no reason to stop sharing the file. For example,
one participant mentioned “They don’t need access to it for anything important, but it’s not necessary to stop
sharing.”
On the other hand, participants also had a handful of reasons to stop sharing. 50% of responses mentioned
that the task pertinent to the file had ended, while 39% of responses mentioned that the participant was no
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longer in contact with the recipient of the sharing. Surprisingly, 11% of responses questioned why the file was
being shared with that person. For example, one participant explained a decision to stop sharing by noting, “I
don’t remember sharing it with them in the first place.”
Some files that remained shared with others after years of inactivity raises questions about whether users
perceive these files as joint property, or whether they might prefer that long-shared files diverge into independent
copies with time. This issue is exacerbated if the user has fallen out of touch with the other users with whom
the file is shared.
We asked whether participants preferred that others’ edits be reflected in their copies of shared files, or
whether they would prefer not to receive those edits for their own copy. For 61% of Dropbox files and 28% of
Google Drive files, participants preferred to receive others’ edits. Conversely, for 51% of Dropbox files and 39%
of Google Drive files, participants preferred that their own edits be reflected in others’ copies of the shared files.
This decision was affected by whether the participant was an owner or editor of the file. For files owned by the
participant, they preferred that their copies of the files reflect others’ changes 39% of the time, and that their
changes be applied to others’ copies 52% of the time. For files with editing rather than ownership permissions,
participants preferred that others’ changes be reflected in their copy 54% of the time, and that their changes be
applied to others’ copies 44% of the time.

4.7

Discussion
Our participants had many files in the cloud that they had forgotten are there. When made aware of the

existence of these files, the majority of participants wanted to delete, encrypt, or unshare at least one of the ten
files they saw. Furthermore, participants did not even recognize 14% of the files they saw in the study, wanting
to delete or encrypt 84% of these unrecognized files. These combined results highlight the need for retrospective
file-management mechanisms in the cloud. Some retrospection tools already exist in other domains. For instance,
Facebook has an “on this day” feature to highlight an old post, though this mechanism is focused on resharing.
Whereas Facebook’s feature is meant to drive reminiscence and engagement, our results suggest that cloud users
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also need such retrospective mechanisms to remind them of forgotten-about files, particularly those likely to
arouse privacy concerns.
As a first step to understand automating the process of file management, we built regression models using
basic file metadata and general information about the participant to try to predict file-management decisions.
Unfortunately, these factors were not particularly strong predictors of users’ file-management decisions. Because
many of our participants had thousands of files stored in the cloud, simply encouraging users to manually revisit
their files would present an undue burden. This exploratory study highlights why such an automated solution is
challenging and requires a much more extensive understanding of the context of management as well as additional
data collection.
In contrast, participants’ free-text responses explaining how their decisions might generalize suggest that
more advanced clustering of files, alongside identifying users’ individualized preferences for managing files is
needed. Participants wanted to manage files based on their underlying characteristics of sensitivity and usefulness.
This suggests the need for machine learning approaches that use information extracted from the contents of files
to perform an advanced clustering of useless and sensitive files. These specific insights motivate the approach of
the next study discussed in Chapter 5 onwards.
Another prospective angle for future work is to combine techniques from machine learning with insights
drawn from HCI work on users’ security and privacy personas (88). Building on this stream of work, we imagine
that users may naturally be categorized into different archetypes regarding their approaches to data management
(e.g., those who favor deletion, those who prefer to keep sensitive files in disconnected storage, etc.). A predictive
model could combine a deep understanding of the user’s preferred mode of archive management with the specific
management decisions already made for certain files. After the user makes a few representative file management
decisions, these more advanced methods might be able to partially automate file management in order to ease
the burden of retrospectively managing files in cloud storage.
To summarize, our findings highlight the disconnect between our participants’ desired file-management decisions and the high overhead of retrospectively managing thousands of files in a cloud storage account. Overall
results from this exploratory study provide evidence for the need for retrospective privacy mechanisms that em-
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power users to manage the risks latent in their cloud archives without expending unreasonable effort.

4.8

Limitations
A core limitation of our study is that we report on a convenience sample. Our participants may not represent

the typical user of cloud storage services, particularly since Mechanical Turk workers tend to be more technically
oriented than the population at large. Furthermore, prospective participants with particularly sensitive files
stored in the cloud might be reluctant to participate since they needed to give our software OAuth permissions
to access their files. That said, even among individuals who were willing to participate, we observed many files
participants would want to delete or encrypt.
Our study focused on Dropbox and Google Drive, which are only two of the many cloud storages services
available, albeit the two most popular. We had an unequal distribution of Dropbox and Google Drive participants
in our sample. A more comparably sized sample of the two services would provide a more accurate point of
comparison.
While we included files generated by Google Docs, essentially Google’s online document-creation service, we
could not include files from Dropbox Paper, a similar feature provided by Dropbox. An additional comparison
of files generated by such web-based editing tools would have generated more comparable insights across the two
cloud storage platforms.
By investigating our participants’ perspectives on a stratified sample of files stored in their own Google
Drive or Dropbox account, we built a better understanding of the contents of cloud-storage accounts, identifying
latent needs for retrospective file management tools. We used a stratified sample to measure a broad crosssection of files users retain in their cloud storage accounts, rather than focusing on the files most likely to arouse
security and privacy concerns (e.g., files named “taxreturn2017.pdf” or that contain saved passwords). We take
the limitations into consideration and ensure a more holistic approach to file selection and data collection from
participants’ cloud accounts in our follow-up study.

CHAPTER 5

UNDERSTANDING SENSITIVITY AND USEFULNESS

5.1

Overview
Insights from the exploratory study indicated that users had strong preferences to manage and organize

content in their cloud archives along the dimensions of sensitivity and usefulness. We present our design approach
for a study that aims to acquire a comprehensive understanding of these concepts from a user’s perspective and
integrate these insights to develop a classifier for automating the file management process.
We envision specific types of file management based on the sensitivity and usefulness of files. Figure 9 shows
our hypothesized management decisions for files in each of the four intersectional categories of sensitivity and
usefulness. These decisions are based on prior qualitative insights. Specifically, we suggest that users of cloud
storage are likely to delete a file if it is no longer useful, protect1 useful and sensitive files, and keep regular
files as-is. This management portfolio is essential to our study design and allows us to empirically evaluate our
hypothesis.
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Figure 9: Hypothesized file management decisions based on its usefulness and sensitivity.
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Figure 10: Our approach for the follow-up quantitative study.

Figure 10 shows a comprehensive overview of the design of our study, which we conduct in a mutli-stage
process. Due to the highly subjective nature of sensitivity and usefulness, as well as the incomplete understanding
provided by the exploratory study, we first explore users’ mental models of these concepts qualitatively. We then
transform the qualitative insights into realizable data attributes that can be collected from users’ cloud storage
accounts in an automated fashion. Through a quantitative survey, we then collect labels and training data to
develop and evaluate a classifier for automating the management decisions for files in the cloud. Similar to our
exploratory study, we continue to use Dropbox and Google Drive as our could providers for this follow-up study.
The next Section elaborates on our approach in further detail.

5.2

Approach

Interviews Regarding File Sensitivity and Usefulness: For files in the cloud, terms like sensitivity and
usefulness can have subjective interpretations that vary across individuals. With the goal of enumerating the
variety of these perceptions, we first conduct qualitative interviews. These interviews are in the form of open discussions to encourage individuals to highlight all possible file attributes associated with sensitivity and usefulness.
Subsequently, we map these attributes to quantitative file features that can be collected programmatically. These
interviews also influence the design of our primarily quantitative survey. Chapter 6 summarizes the findings for
these interviews.
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Training Data Collection and Augmentation: A prerequisite for developing an automated classifier is
collecting training features and labels. The second phase of our study combines a user survey with the automated
collection of various features about participants’ cloud accounts and files. These features include metadata
provided by cloud storage providers, as well as deeper content analysis using third-party services like Google
Cloud Vision (89). The survey is centered on showing participants files from their Google Drive or Dropbox
accounts and asking them to label and explain their sensitivity and usefulness. We also collect file-management
decision: whether they would want to keep, delete, or protect each file. As it is not feasible to show a participant
all files on their account, selecting the right subset of files to yield a well-suited distribution of training data is a
challenge. To solve this, we split our data collection into multiple rounds. In Round 1, we primarily use heuristicbased file selection using insights from our interviews. Because only a handful of files on a typical account are
sensitive, heuristic-based file selection is likely to yield a small number of sensitive data points. Therefore, we
train a preliminary classifier, using its predictions to select files in Round 2. Doing so lets us oversample the
minority class (sensitive files). Chapters 7 and 8 further detail our methods and findings from both rounds of
data collection.
Developing Aletheia, An Automated Classifier: Using the data collected from both rounds, we then build
classifiers to predict file (i) sensitivity, (ii) usefulness, and (iii) desired management decisions. We formulate each
prediction as a classification task. Note that file-management decisions are heavily influenced by file sensitivity
and usefulness. As mentioned above, we use an initial version of the sensitivity classifier for Round 2 of data
collection. Because decisions to delete data are highly subjective and consequential, we expect Aletheia to be
used as part of a human-in-the-loop support system, rather than in a fully automated way. Therefore, we evaluate
it with precision-recall analysis, which aligns with rankings of which files to present in a user interface or through
recommendations. To quantify the accuracy of our models, we use the AUC metric for the precision-recall plots.
Chapter 9 details Aletheia’s experimental setup and performance.

CHAPTER 6

QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS

6.1

Overview
To gain an initial understanding of how people conceive of the sensitivity and usefulness of files in the cloud,

we conducted semi-structured interviews of cloud storage users. We aimed to build a formative understanding of
factors that make someone perceive a file as sensitive or useful. This understanding underpins our quantitative
study, eventually enabling us at scale to find files that may be sensitive, yet not useful.
We used this qualitative understanding both to develop closed-form survey questions and to identify metadata and content features to collect about the files in participants’ cloud accounts to train our classifiers. Chapter
7 lists these features and their relationship to these findings.

6.2

Methodology
Using Craigslist, we recruited participants who had a Google Drive or a Dropbox account over three months

old and were willing to attend an in-person interview. We interviewed 17 participants from January through
June 2019. Our participants were local to Chicago and ranged in age from 20 to 45. To get a broader perspective,
we prioritized participants without formal education or experience in an IT-related field. Six participants were
full-time students, all from non-STEM majors. Compensation was a $20 Amazon gift card.
Our protocol investigated participants’ approaches to cloud storage, both abstractly and concretely (grounded
in individual files in their accounts). The Appendix contains our complete interview script. This qualitative study
protocol was submitted the the University of Chicago’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) with protocol number
IRB19-0098, and after review, received an exemption.
The first half of the interview focused on general reasons for using cloud storage, followed by open-ended
discussion questions about the sensitivity and usefulness of broad classes of files stored in the cloud. We developed
abstract conceptualizations of sensitive and useful files from these responses. To further spur participants’
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Scenarios for Sensitivity
1. Files that would cause concern if they were hacked from the cloud
2. Cloud files that, if made public, would be embarrassing
3. Files that would cause worry if close family members viewed them
Scenarios for Usefulness
1. Files to be recovered if they were accidentally deleted from the cloud
2. Cloud files accessed and updated on a regular basis
3. Cloud files shared with friends and/or family

Table V: Broad scenarios used as prompts in our interviews.

thinking, we provided them the sensitivity and usefulness scenarios in Table IV. These specific scenarios were
the research team’s initial hypotheses about how sensitivity and usefulness manifest.
The second half of the interview investigated the same phenomena more concretely. Participants logged into
a web app we built that used the Google Drive and Dropbox APIs to show ten files randomly selected from their
account. For each file, the participant explained its sensitivity and usefulness, giving us concrete examples of
files that were sensitive or useful, in addition to specific attributes that made them so.
After the questions about particular files, participants were asked to provide overall feedback regarding draft
questions from our quantitative survey discussed in 7. These specifically focused on various ways we might elicit
perceptions of file sensitivity and usefulness. All interview responses were audio-recorded with consent and then
transcribed using the Google Speech to Text API (90). As the goal of this study was to solely explore ideas and
attributes of sensitivity and usefulness for cloud files, we did not collect any other information besides the interview recordings. A member of the research team open-coded these transcriptions to extract emergent themes.
Then a second member of the team independently coded the transcripts using the resultant codebook. Finally,
the two coders met and resolved conflicting codes.
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6.3

Perceptions Regarding Sensitivity
In our general discussions of what makes a file sensitive, participants invoked the following seven classes of

sensitivity:
Personally Identifiable Information: Files that contained names, contact details, dates of birth, passports,
or driver’s license details were considered sensitive. Many participants cited their resume as an example. P01
explained, “Anything that can easily identify you, like your name, your birthday, your phone number, your
address. It’s all on my resume.” P06 was concerned about identity theft, stating,“I wouldn’t want to share
publicly about my life. . . [as it makes people] targets of identity theft.”
Confidential Information: Distinct from PII, participants mentioned that some data should never be released
publicly because of its proprietary or confidential nature. Students mentioned original work that could be
plagiarized. P05 said, “If it’s like an essay or something that I’m turning in, I don’t think I necessarily want a
bunch of people to read it.” Three participants also mentioned files containing passwords.
Financial Information: Participants mentioned tax documents, pay stubs,and files with Social Security Numbers (SSN) as very sensitive. They also worried about statements for bank accounts and credit/debit cards, as
well as other documents containing those numbers. Nine participants explicitly mentioned their SSN as particularly sensitive, yet also found on their cloud accounts due to backups of files like tax returns. P09 was especially
concerned about “God forbid, banking information.”
Intimate Content: Participants described broad conceptions of content that could be considered intimate or
personal, and thus sensitive. Photos, videos, and similar media files were most commonly mentioned, particularly
individuals’ own photos (both in adult situations and in general), as well as adult content they had downloaded.
P16 included among their embarrassing files “Porn, anything that’s not for the public’s eyes. Pictures of myself
or significant other.”
Personal Views: Files that contained personal views or opinions were also identified as sensitive. P09 explained,
“I’m a religious person, and so there are times when I would make audio recordings or save videos that are of a
religious nature. People may not particularly subscribe to it, or some people may deem offensive.” Participants
also mentioned files that contain political opinions and anti-government views.
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Self-Presentation: Participants found files related to their self-presentation as sensitive. For example, P11
talked about “unflattering photos and videos.” Other participants said files that revealed activities they hoped
to hide from specific people were sensitive. For example, P14 said, “If there was a photo of me smoking weed,
my parents would freak out.”
Content That May Be Misinterpreted: Participants also said files that could be misconstrued by others
were sensitive. A participant who was in the military discussed a specific picture they saw during the study
by explaining, “This is a picture of some of my soldiers at a cemetery. Even though it’s innocent, I don’t want
people to associate this with, like, death.” In contrast to data like financial documents, this type of sensitivity is
particularly contextual and subjective.

6.4

Perceptions Regarding Usefulness
Similar to sensitivity, participants also enumerated reasons why files were useful. Participants most commonly

considered files in the cloud useful if they might need to access them in the future. The specific reasons for this
future access spanned five categories:
Reminiscence: Participants frequently invoked photos’ sentimental nature and value for reminiscence as a key
reason they are useful. P09 explained:“Pictures are useful because they capture memories. You want to have
some memory of good times, good events or different things.” P16 explained why a specific picture of her kids
was useful by saying, “I would show my children what they looked like when they were younger.” Similarly, P12
specifically invoked “pictures of my children, husband, family experiences that we’ve had from travel, and pictures
of lost ones.” Expanding this definition, P09 explained, “I share photos and videos of deceased family members
that we like to reminisce about.” Broadly, participants explained that files with sentimental value would likely
remain useful forever.
Active Projects: Participants explained that files related to projects at work or school were useful, but
many would not remain useful indefinitely. When asked to think about files they would prioritize recovering
if accidentally deleted from the cloud, 13 participants mentioned work or school-related files. For example, P12
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said, “I would try to recover my resume and any school work that needed to be turned in.” Similarly, P09 said,
“Documents are useful because. . . you always have to deal with documents online in school, at work.”
Recent Files For Reference: Some documents remained useful for reasons other than their initial purpose.
For example, P04 described a recent cover letter being useful for future job applications to additional employers
by saying, “This version is very current. I just recently updated it, so it will be very useful for me.” In general,
participants said files that had been recently accessed or modified were more likely to be useful, yet some older
files also might be needed for reference.
Files Frequently Updated Over Time: Participants said cloud files that are frequently modified are useful.
While some work- or school-related files fell into this category, journals and other evolving documents were key
examples.
Sharing: Five participants mentioned that shared files were useful. For example, P03 (a student) explained:
“Midterm or final papers I usually store in the cloud if I need to share them with somebody else or have someone
else look at it.” This is an interesting insight as usefulness can not just be perceived individually.

CHAPTER 7

QUANTITATIVE STUDY METHODOLOGY

7.1

Overview
Building on the robust insights from our qualitative interviews, we next conducted an online quantitative

user study that combined an automated data collection process from participants’ cloud accounts. Our core goal
was to collect rich data about participants’ perceptions alongside quantitative features of files in the cloud to
train an automated tool for aiding cloud file management.
We first built a tool that allowed us to survey participants about specific files in their cloud storage account
while simultaneously collecting metadata and content-based features about those files. As explained in Chapter
5, we collected data across two rounds. For each round, we recruited a separate set of participants to complete
both the generic and file-specific surveys described below. In Round 1, we used a heuristic-based approach to
select files. From the results of Round 1, we trained a preliminary classifier, which we used to select files in
Round 2. We then used data from both rounds to build and evaluate Aletheia.

7.2

Survey Flow
We recruited participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and Prolific Academic. We recruited participants

age 18+ from the North America region with a minimum platform approval rating of 95%+. Participants were
also required to have a 3+ month old Google Drive or Dropbox account with at least a 100 files.
We first presented participants with a consent form about the study and a visualization of the data we would
collect from their cloud account. Because of the sensitivity of this experiment, we took particular care in clearly
explaining what data we were and were not collecting. We elaborate on the ethics of this further in Section
7.4. Afterward, we asked participants to authorize our tool to programmatically scan their account. Figure 11
summarizes the overall study flow and back-end data collection. The survey contained three sections: (i) generic
questions about usage of cloud storage; (ii) file-specific questions about the sensitivity and usefulness of particular
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Figure 11: An design overview of the quantitative study survey.

files on their account; and (iii) questions about participant demographics and protection mechanisms used to
secure their accounts.
The focus of our survey was its second part, in which we queried participants about particular files stored
in their accounts. Participants’ responses, paired with the file features we collect, form the training data for
Aletheia. As shown in Table V, our file-selection strategies differed across two rounds of data collection.
In Round 1, we selected files with heuristics defining different categories of files. For category #1, we looked
for the presence of sensitive keywords in the filename. We chose keywords (e.g., “resume,” “passport,” “tax”)
based on our interviews. The other three categories were documents (#2), media files (#3), and additional files
(#4). We showed participants these files in randomized order. In comparison to a purely random selection across
all the files in participants’ accounts, this approach provided a broader perspective, especially for accounts with
a skewed file distribution (e.g., one with 10 documents and 500 images).
In Round 2, we used the data from Round 1 to train a preliminary classifier for identifying sensitive images
and documents. Because sensitive files are a clear minority class (as most files are not sensitive), in Round 2,
we used this classifier to select only potentially sensitive documents and images. In particular, we ranked all
images (#5) and documents (#6) based on their predicted sensitivity score. We selected the top 25 images
and documents, showing them in randomized order. While we had used just Amazon Mechanical Turk for data
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Category

# of Files

File Description

Round 1 (File selection based on heuristics)
1
5
Files containing a sensitive keyword in filename
2
8
Document files (txt, docx, pdf, xlsx, ppt etc.)
3
8
Media files (jpg, png, mp4, mpeg etc)
4
4
Files other than documents or media
Round 2 (File selection based on preliminary classifier)
5
25
Top sensitive images
6
25
Top sensitive documents

Table VI: File selection categories for the quantitative survey.

collection in Round 1, we shifted over to Prolific in this round as it provided a more successful yield of participants
due to its design catered for academic user studies.
For each file shown in either round, participants rated their agreement on a five-point Likert scale that “I
consider this file worth keeping,”, which was the proxy we developed for usefulness based through our qualitative
interviews. Similarly, an agreement that “It would be risky, harmful, or otherwise dangerous if this file were
accessed without my consent” was our proxy for sensitivity. Our eventual goal was to train binary classifiers for
finding files that are not useful, yet sensitive. Thus, we aggregated “strongly disagree” and “disagree” responses
to the former statement as not useful, and “strongly agree” and “agree” responses to the latter as sensitive.
In addition to asking about the sensitivity and usefulness of the files, we also asked participants how they
desired to manage the file. For management, they were provided three of the following options:
• Keep as-is: The file will remain in your cloud storage account in its current state.
• Delete: The file will be removed from your cloud storage account.
• Protect: The file will remain in your cloud storage account. However, you will need to take extra security
steps to access the contents of the file.
Chapter 9 aims to predict the answers to the three management decisions. To better diagnose incorrect
predictions, we also asked participants to justify each answer in free text. We provide our complete survey
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Category

Collection Method

List of Features

Metadata

Google Drive/Dropbox API

account size, used space, file size,
file type (img, doc, etc.), extension
(jpg, txt, etc.), last modified date,
last modifying user, access type
(owner, editor, etc.), sharing status,
sensitive filename

Images

Google Vision API

image object labels, adult, racy,
medical, violent, logos, dominant
RGB values, average RGB value

Local text processing

bag of words for top 100 content
keywords, LDA topic models,
TF-IDF vectors, word2vec
representations, table schemas for
spreadsheets

GDLP API

counts of the following identifiers
in a file: name, gender, ethnic group,
address, email, date of birth,
drivers license #, passport #, SSN,
credit card, bank account #, VIN

Documents

Sensitive Identifiers

Table VII: A list of the features we automatically collected for each file using multiple APIs
and custom code.

instrument in the Appendix.

7.3

File Feature Collection
Table VI lists the features we collected. We chose these features primarily based on insights from the qualita-

tive interviews. Because many interview participants mentioned personal and financial identifiers as sensitive, we
used the GDLP API to find such identifiers in files. Likewise, because interview participants mentioned concerns
about specific types of images, we used the Google Vision API to collect image object labels and binary labels
corresponding to the presence or absence of adult, racy, medical and spoofed content within images. For docu-
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ments, we performed local text processing to extract features, including TF-IDF vectors, topic models, word2vec
vectors, and bags of words. Finally, we collected metadata about file activity and sharing.

7.4

Ethics
We obtained IRB approval prior to data collection. This was an extension approved under the protocol

number 2017-0186 discussed in Section 3.3. Further details have also been included in the Appendix. Particularly,
We took additional steps to protect participant privacy and ensure informed affirmative consent. Our consent
page provided textual and visual examples of the type of data we collected about participants’ files. Figure 22
in the Appendix provides a visualization of what participants during the consent process. We also provided a
detailed privacy policy with our contact information. Our web apps were reviewed and verified by Google Drive
and Dropbox, and our OAuth scopes were set precisely to those required for the survey. We did not retain
any PII, and we only stored high-level labels, counts, features, and similarity-based hashes. We also guided
participants on revoking access to our tool following completion of the study.

CHAPTER 8

QUANTITATIVE STUDY EVALUATION

8.1

Overview
In our quantitative study, we had a total of 108 participants, 75 for Round 1 and 33 for Round 2. We col-

lected free-text justifications alongside participants’ Likert-scale perceptions of a file’s sensitivity, its usefulness,
and how the participant wished to manage the file. Thus, our dataset is rich with insights that we leverage
in designing Aletheia. Except as noted, we aggregate results across both rounds of data collection because the
distributions of responses were similar in most cases.

8.2

Demographics and Security Hygiene
Table VII summarizes participant demographics. 78% of participants primarily used Google Drive, and 22%

Dropbox. Participants were diverse in age and profession, which included engineers, technicians, freelancers,
office assistants, salespeople, home-makers, and retailers. Participants were also well-established cloud storage
users; 81% had used their account for 3 years or more. We observed both free and paid cloud accounts. Some
participants used paid accounts provided by their work/school. All participants reported using their account for
personal purposes, and 82% also used it for work/school. Participants were also reasonably frequent users of
cloud storage; 22% of them used their account weekly, and 33% used it monthly.
Most participants were privacy-aware as over 50% of them reported that they would be moderately or
extremely concerned if their cloud files were stolen in a data breach. While 43% had enabled 2FA, nearly onefourth of participants reported taking additional steps to protect their accounts. These included using strong
passwords, backing up information, and monitoring for malicious activity.
We asked our participants how they mainly access the files on their cloud accounts. 97% mentioned using a
web browser, 90% used a smartphone app, and 61% used a PC-based application to synchronize files with the
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Gender
Male
Female
Non-binary

Age
63
44
1

18–34
35–50
51+

Technical Background
75
29
4

Yes
No
Not answered

25
82
1

Table VIII: Demographics for the 108 participants of the quantitative study (combined across
rounds).

cloud. While these cloud applications initially grew out of PC-based synchronization tools, these participants
are web and mobile-first users.
Characterizing account management was an important aspect of this survey. We asked participants to selfreport how they felt about the organization status of their account. 47% of our them stated their account was
not organized. We also asked how frequently they organized their account by deleting unnecessary files, moving
files to different folders, or similar cleanup tasks. A majority of our participants did not perform any organization tasks on their accounts. Only 24% of our participants organized it once a month, or more frequently,
26% did it once a year, 24% performed it less than once a year, and 26% had never organized their cloud account.

8.3

Categories of Sensitive and Useful Files
In the general portion of the survey, we asked participants to provide specific examples in various categories

of potentially sensitive or useful files. Table VIII summarizes these categories and the fraction of participants
who reported that they had files belonging to that category in their account.
Files Considered Sensitive: More than half of participants stated that their account has files containing PII.
Files in this category were related to bank accounts (20%), taxes (19%), their resume (11%), and IDs (11%).
Discussing financial documents, one participant wrote, “When I was buying a house, I might have uploaded some
of the documents I needed for the mortgage onto the drive.” While the presence of others’ PII was not very
common (only 31%), such PII was typically that of school/work collaborators or family members. For example,
P30 described “tax returns that would have my family’s social security numbers and addresses.”
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Categories Implying Sensitivity
Files
Files
Files
Files
Files

% of Participants

containing the participant’s PII
containing PII of other than the participant
with intimate or embarrassing content
with original or creative content
with proprietary information

Categories Implying Usefulness

62%
31%
30%
84%
23%
% of Participants

Files stored for future referencing
Files with content of sentimental value
Files which serve as backup

96%
87%
91%

Table IX: The percentage of participants who reported having files in categories implying they
might be sensitive or useful.

For intimate and embarrassing content, all participants who had such files mentioned it being an image or
video file. 76% of participants specifically referenced nudity or porn. In this regard, one participant explained,
“I have nude photos of my wife on there, and I might have some of myself.”
Creative content was the most common category deemed sensitive. When asked about the specific type of
creative work, participants mentioned school-related work (43%), art work (23%) and original writing (15%). Only
20% of participants expected that they had proprietary information in their account, of which 86% specifically
identified it as work-related. For example, one participant wrote, “There might be an NDA there but it is old
and hopefully not any more of use.” This sentiment and the mortgage document quote above exemplify the
interplay between long-term archives and file sensitivity. While enabling long term storage is helpful, it can also
accumulate sensitive files that are no longer even useful.
Files Considered Useful: Files that were in the cloud for future reference were the most common category
of useful files, with 96% of participants mentioning such files. Common examples in this category were personal
photos (21%), followed by documents for school (14%) and work (11%).
Among participants, 87% reported retaining files because of their sentimental value. For example, one
participant wrote, “I have a lot of my son’s first milestones, Christmas photos. I have photos of my wife and me
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Description (Selection Category #)

% Sensitive

% Useful

Sensitive keyword in filename (#1)
Media files (#2)
Document files (#3)
Other files (#4)

25%
7%
14%
8%

65%
67%
61%
51%

Top sensitive images from classifier (#5)
Top sensitive documents from classifier (#6)

15%
15%

66%
56%

Table X: The percentage of files (N=3525) participants labeled as sensitive and useful, across
different selection strategies.

before kids’. It helps me to remember how fast time flies.”. Another common category was videos and personal
writings that belonged to the participant.
Files retained as backups were most likely to consist of many different file types. Common examples included
images (21%), work (16%) and school documents (8%), and miscellaneous backup items (14%). Participants also
mentioned files related to personal hobbies such as music, games, etc. For instance, one participant mentioned,
“I am a hobbyist musician, so I like to keep previous versions of songs I make on Drive. There have been occasions where I make a mistake later on and it’s nice to have a previous version I can go back to.” Overall,
82% of files identified as sensitive or useful were images or documents. This fact, combined with the additional
filetype-specific features of these files, led us to focus Aletheia’s development specifically on these filetypes.

8.3.1

Categories of Sensitive and Useful Files

After we asked about useful and sensitive files in general, we showed each participant dozens of files from their
accounts, asking them to label and explain their usefulness, sensitivity, and the desired management decision.
This provided us with labels for a total of 3,525 files across both rounds. Among the files we selected (biased
towards those that are sensitive), 62% were deemed useful, and 14% were deemed sensitive. Although the overall
number of files perceived to be sensitive was low, 78% of our participants identified at least one file as sensitive.
This observation aligns with previous studies showing the high overall likelihood of the existence of sensitive files
stored in the cloud (20).
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Not useful, Sensitive
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Useful, Not sensitive
Not useful, Not sensitive
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Figure 12: The distribution of sensitivity and usefulness labels for files.

Table IX summarizes perceived usefulness and sensitivity across the different file-selection categories. While
documents and files with sensitive keywords in their filenames were more likely to be sensitive than media files
and other file types, the distribution of file usefulness was fairly consistent across categories. Furthermore, Figure 12 is an area plot summarizing the distribution of files’ usefulness and sensitivity. The percentages in each
box represent the proportion of files belonging to each (sensitivity, usefulness) tuple.

8.4

Management of Sensitive and Useful Files
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Figure 13: Desired file management by sensitivity/usefulness.
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Revisiting our initial hypothesis regarding management, we see that Figure 13 directly aligns with the model
we presented in Figure 9. For files deemed useful and not sensitive, participants wanted to keep 93% of such files
as-is. For files that were not useful, the popular decision was to delete them, regardless of their sensitivity. This
result is somewhat at odds with informal wisdom regarding digital packrats, but is in line with the proposed
management decision. Namely, in 94% of cases, participants wanted to delete files that were not sensitive and
not useful. When asked why they wanted to delete these files, the most common response was that they no
longer needed them or that the files had served their purpose. The high likelihood of removing files shows both
a willingness to reduce digital risk/clutter, as well as a lack of previous management that could have already
deleted useless files from the account.
For files deemed sensitive and useful, participants wanted to protect 58% of them. Specifically, for Round 2,
when files were selected using the classifier, we observed a 14% increase the protect percentage. In our model,
we posited that users would be likely to protect all sensitive and useful files. Nonetheless, participants wanted
to keep 39% of them as-is despite their sensitivity. This subjectivity in interpretations of sensitivity highlights
the need for mechanisms that factor it into account through human input.
We also asked participants why they wanted to protect these files. Popular reasons included the file containing
PII or financial information, files having sentimental value, and files containing intellectual property. Most of
the reported reasons were consistent with the understanding of sensitivity we developed during the qualitative
interviews. We observed a strong correlation between sentimental value and sensitivity. For instance, one
participant wrote, “This is a photo of a loved one I would like to keep private.”
Overall, these management preferences and provided reasoning shed light on how participants conceptualize
and operationalize file management in the cloud based on files’ perceived sensitivity and usefulness. Next, we
leverage both our collected training data and these qualitative observations to build our Aletheia, which is an
automated inference approach to predict file usefulness, sensitivity, and management decision. Aletheia’s ultimate
goal is to assist users in protecting (or deleting) the files most likely to be in need of reconsideration.

CHAPTER 9

ALETHEIA: PREDICTING FILE MANAGEMENT DECISIONS

9.1

Overview
Users can have hundreds to thousands of files in their cloud storage, and our primary goal is to alleviate the

burden of manual file management with automated tools. In this Chapter, we elaborate on the development of
Aletheia. We explain the task of file management decision prediction based on automatically collected file and
user account features. We also look into predicting user perceptions of usefulness and sensitivity to inform the
file management decision classifier.

9.2

Prediction Tasks and Baselines
Aletheia has three prediction tasks: predicting whether a user will perceive a file as sensitive (task 1);

predicting whether a user will perceive a file as no longer useful (task 2); and predicting what management
decisions a user will take between keeping, deleting and protecting a file (task 3). To perform classification
for each task, we compared several established supervised learning algorithms: Decision Trees (DT), Logistic
Regression (LR), Random Forests (RF) using scikit-learn (91), XGBoost (XGB) (92), and Deep Neural Networks
(DNN) with the Adam optimizer using scikit-learn. All model parameters were optimized using a grid search on
the training set in each of the cross-validation folds and tested on the testing set. We used the best performing
classifier, which turned out to be XGBoost for both the preliminary classifiers trained on Round 1 data and the
final classifiers trained in Round 2. Here, we report results only on the final classifiers, which we refer to as
Aletheia w/ all features, or Aletheia for short, together with three baseline models.
We defined the first baseline as a random classifier (Random), which randomly picked files for each management decision. Our second baseline was a majority classifier (Majority), where we always predicted the most
frequent class. For the sensitive file prediction task, we employed a more meaningful third baseline, GDLP feature
count, which leveraged the GDLP tool as described in Table VI.
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This baseline used the output of the GDLP and ranked files based on the number of sensitive features in
each. We also considered a variant of our approach, which instead of simple counts, took into account the output
of the GDLP as features for predicting sensitivity, Aletheia w/ only GDLP features. We chose these baseline
classifiers because, to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to predict perceptions and file
management decisions for cloud storage files.

9.3

Dataset Description
For classification, we used the final dataset collected in Round 2. Our dataset consisted of tuples (X, Y),

where Xi is the feature vector, and Yi is the target for prediction. The feature vector Xi , included metadata and
information on files and user accounts. From user accounts, we had their usage statistics: how much storage
they had and how much storage they used. For file information, we used the size of the file, whether the file
was shared or not, the link access (view or edit), whether the file was last modified by the user or not, and
the access type (owner, editor, viewer). For documents and images that contained text, we extracted counts
of sensitive information discovered using GDLP API. In addition, we collected a bag of words on a heuristic
set of keywords that may point out sensitivity. For documents, we collected an average word2vec embedding
of each document using Google News Word2Vec embeddings (93). This approach enabled us to get textual
context features without breaching the privacy of users and having the actual interpretable text from their files.
For images, we used the Google Vision API to get multiple image features; this consisted of object labels in
the image, as well as the presence of any adult, violent, medical, or racy content. We additionally converted
the labels from the API output, including the “best guess label,” to one-hot encoding representation, as well a
word2vec embedding representation, which were then added to the feature vector. A complete list of features is
listed in Table VI. Compared to Aletheia w/ only GDLP features, which used the input from the GDLP API,
we considered a more broad set of features that were both file-based and user-based.
For file management decisions (task 3), we used all files for which users answered questions. For task 1
and task 2, we broke down the evaluation by image files and document files since they have different features.
The labels Y for each task were obtained from the user answers. Based on the answers to S-1, we considered
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two labels for task 1, sensitive (“strongly agree”, “agree”) and not sensitive (“neutral”, “disagree”, “strongly
disagree”). There were 15% of sensitive files. Based on the answers to U-1, we considered two labels for task 2,
useful (“strongly agree”, “agree”, “neutral”) and not useful (“disagree”, “strongly disagree”). There were 38%
of not useful files. Based on the answers to M-1, we had three labels for task 3, delete (40%), protect (8%), and
keep as-is (52%).1 .

Experimental Setup

9.4

We describe our experimental setup for three different tasks. Tasks 1 and 2 for predicting sensitivity and
usefulness had the same setup, while predicting file management decision in task 3 used a different setup.
Task 1 and 2, Sensitivity and Usefulness: We performed 5-fold cross-validation and report averaged results
across 5 test folds. Since we focused on finding files that users wish to manage, we ordered examples in the test
data by the probability of being Yi = 1 sensitive for task 1 or not useful for task 2, and assessed the precision
and recall. This is a common setup for evaluating binary classification where one label (e.g., sensitive) is more
important than the other (e.g., not sensitive).
We aimed for both high precision and high recall, but there is typically a tradeoff between them. Precision
is computed as TP/(TP + FP), where TP is the number of true positive examples (actual label positive, predicted
label positive), and FP is the number of false-positive examples (actual label negative, predicted label positive).
Recall is computed as TP/(TP + FN), where FN is the number of false-negative examples (actual label, positive,
predicted label negative). A Precision-Recall Curve (PRC) allowed us to see the tradeoff between predicting as
positive a large number of files vs. a small number of files. For example, if we predict the top 20% of files, 20%
corresponds to the recall and has a specific precision associated with it. We also use AUC, which specifies the
area under the PRC and summarizes PRC as one number. A high PRC is generally desirable.
Task 3, Management Decision: In this task, we had three classes for classification: delete (Yi = 1), protect
(Yi = 2), and keep as-is (Yi = 3). Since file perceptions of sensitivity and usefulness correlate highly with file

1

S-1, U-1 and M-1 are question IDs of our survey in the Appendix
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management decisions, we wanted to leverage them in our classification. However, we typically didn’t have these
labels for all files in a person’s file storage. Therefore, we proposed to predict these labels using the classifiers
for tasks 1 and 2. Then we could add the predicted labels as two additional features in the management decision
prediction task. We compared the performance of adding these two features with a classifier that does not use
them, a majority classifier, and an Oracle that has the actual perceived sensitivity and usefulness of a file. We
performed an 80-20 training and testing split where all three classifiers had access only to the training data, and
report accuracy on predicting file management decision on the testing set.

9.5

Prediction Results
We present the PRC averaged over five folds for sensitivity and usefulness, separated into image and document

files. We also analyze the top features for predicting sensitivity and usefulness. For task 1 and task 2, a majority
classifier performed the same as a random classifier for precision and recall, so we do not report results for random
classifiers.
Task 1, Sensitivity: We studied whether it is possible to predict if a user will perceive an image or document
as sensitive. Figures 14a–14b show the PRC for the sensitivity dataset. For documents Aletheia performs the
best overall, while Aletheia w/ only GDLP features performs worse. The GDLP feature count classifier does not
perform better than the Random baseline in this setting. Aletheia has an AUC 0.61, while Aletheia w/ only
GDLP features has an AUC of 0.40, an improvement of 52%.
For images, Aletheia has an AUC of 0.71 compared to Aletheia w/ only GDLP features with an AUC of
0.34, an improvement of 109%. The GDLP feature count classifier has an AUC of 0.20. Compared to prediction
for documents, we observe a much better performance in terms of the PRC for Aletheia, but not for Aletheia w/
only GDLP features.
From the sensitivity results, we show that a broader set of features besides sensitivity counts provides more
accurate results. We also see Aletheia performs better at predicting sensitivity of images than documents. This
makes sense, since we had additional image features on adult, racy, spoof, medical, and violent content, which
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Figure 14: Precision vs. recall for predicting sensitivity and usefulness.

may be indicative of sensitivity for images. We explore user responses and perceptions of sensitivity for in Section
9.6.
Task 2, Usefulness: We studied whether it is possible to predict if a user will perceive a file as being not useful
for an image or document. Figures 14c–14d show the PRC for predicting not useful for images and documents in
the usefulness dataset. Here, Aletheia performs the best in both tasks, significantly outperforming the baseline
classifier.
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Figure 15: Comparison between directly predicting file management decision and first predicting
sensitivity and usefulness for all files.

For documents, the baseline classifier performs reasonably well in this setting, since the distribution of useful
documents in the dataset was about even for not useful and useful file labels.Aletheia achieves higher AUC value
of 0.80 compared to the baseline AUC value of 0.53, an improvement of 51%.
For images, Aletheia is more accurate in predicting than the baseline classifier, with an AUC of 0.69 compared
to an AUC of 0.35, and improvement of 49%. This may be due to user perception of usefulness, which is less
likely to be captured from image features. Our analysis reveals that predicting sensitive images is easier than
predicting sensitive documents, while predicting not useful documents is easier than predicting not useful images.
Task 3, Management Decision: Next, we study whether we can predict the file management decisions of
users. Figure 15 shows the overall accuracy on predicting file management decisions on all files in the testing set.
Aletheia is compared to a majority classifier and an Oracle that knows users’ responses about a file’s sensitivity
and usefulness. We show results for both file management tasks described earlier: predicting only using file
features, and the two-step classification setup where we include predicted sensitivity and usefulness as features.
The Oracle shows that if by having the actual responses of perceived usefulness and sensitivity, we can
achieve 90% accuracy for predicting file management decisions. Comparing using only file features and predicted
sensitivity and usefulness features, we see a significant boost of 10% increase in accuracy. This shows that even
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Decision

Correct Predictions

Incorrect Predictions

91%
75%
37%

9% (delete)
25% (keep)
56% (keep), 7% (delete)

Keep
Delete
Protect

Table XI: Accuracy per file management decision and the incorrect (predictions).

without user responses of sensitivity and usefulness of a file, we can use predictions of those perceptions to boost
file management prediction accuracy.
Table X shows the breakdown in accuracy across different file management decisions. We are most accurate
on keep as-is decisions, since that is the majority class. For cases we mispredict keep as-is decisions, Aletheia
instead predicts them as delete. On the other hand, for delete decisions, Aletheia gets a 75% accuracy, while
mispredicting delete decisions as keep. Aletheia does not perform very well on protect labels, with a 37% accuracy. Interestingly, the majority of mispredictions for protect are mislabeled as keep as-is. This shows that
Aletheia considers protect decisions as closer to keep as-is decisions than delete. The number of protect labels is
significantly smaller than the other two labels, which makes it harder to predict.

9.6

Understanding Prediction Results
Here, we examine which features were important for each prediction task. Table XI shows the top features

identified by each classifier for the sensitivity and usefulness tasks, in order of importance. Word2vec had high
feature importance in the classifiers, but since word2vec features are not easy to interpret (94), we do not show
them on the list. For documents in the sensitivity task, we noticed that some keywords from the document are
important such as military, marriage, and banking keywords. Additionally, personal information such as email,
phone number, and date of birth were also important predictors of sensitivity. For images, we observed similar
keywords, but also some additional image-only features, such as whether the content was adult or racy.
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Task

Features
Documents

Sensitivity
Images

access type, racy, violent, spoof, adult
finance keywords, medical keywords

Documents

access type, last modifying user, finance keywords
report & journal keywords,

Images

file size, finance keywords, access type
last modifying user, medical keywords

Usefulness

File Management

military & marriage keywords, email, banking keywords,
sensitive file name, address, phone, date of birth

All Files

usefulness, sensitivity, spoof, account size
used space, finance keywords, medical keywords

Table XII: Top features for prediction tasks. Italicized keywords are top terms identified via
the bag of words collections.

For the usefulness dataset, we saw some similar top features as in the sensitivity dataset, such as access type,
and financial keywords. For documents, “report” and “journal” keywords seem to be important in predicting
perceived usefulness. For images, medical content was also predictive of usefulness.
Besides the top features in Table XI, word2vec embeddings were also identified as important features, which
suggests that text content is central to these prediction tasks. For documents, there was only one word2vec
mbedding that represents the entire document, which contributes to classification. However, for images, we
considered additional one-hot encoding and word2vec features based on the automatically-identified image labels.
Out of those, only word2vec features were identified as important, probably because one-hot encoding of “best
guess labels” was too sparse.
Table XI also shows the top most important features for predicting file management decisions in terms of
keeping, protecting, and deleting a file. The top two features for predicting this decision were the predicted
labels for file usefulness and sensitivity. Using XGBoost, we found that the feature importances of usefulness
and sensitivity are 0.40 and 0.11, respectively. This confirms our observation that these two constructs play an
important role in file management decisions. Sensitive information in the file, such as spoof content, financial
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Figure 16: Predicted sensitivity probability for each document and image for every participant.

keywords, and medical content were also important, as well as account features such as account size and how
much space the account used.
In order to understand the distribution of sensitive files in each user account in Round 2 data, Figure 16
shows box plots for predicted file sensitivity probability for all documents and images of each user, based on
the preliminary classifier predictions. We omitted participants with fewer than 10 documents or images in their
accounts. On average, the preliminary classifier predicts the majority of files as having a low probability of being
sensitive. Only a small subset of files with a high probability of being sensitive are selected for each user. This
means that for many users, we were selecting only a small number of files that the preliminary classifier deemed
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Figure 17: Preliminary classifier prediction precision as a function of predicted file sensitivity.

sensitive with high probability. This results in a low percentage of potentially sensitive files in our final Round
2 dataset.
To explore how accurate our preliminary classifier is at picking sensitive files, we look at the relationship
between high file sensitivity probability and the precision of prediction. We ranked the selected files in order of
predicted file sensitivity probability and classified files based on a sliding threshold, where everything above the
threshold is classified as sensitive. Finally, we compute the precision for predicted files above the threshold on
ground truth file sensitivity and report on it in Figure 17 for both images and documents. A higher percentile
means a higher threshold for predicted probability of sensitivity. When the threshold for predicted probability
is low, we have lower precision (around 30%). With higher predicted probability, our preliminary classifier
has better precision of prediction. This shows that the preliminary classifier produces meaningful sensitivity
predictions. The increasing precision at higher predicted sensitivity scores indicates that predictions of high
sensitivity are more accurate.
We also performed a qualitative evaluation of the final classifier based on the files that were identified as
false positives and reason why participants did not consider them sensitive while our classifier ranked them as
such. Specifically, we looked at false positives in the top 5 ranked documents and images.
Within documents, 6% of such files contained PII that was obsolete. One participant said “It’s just a cover
letter I had written several years ago and doesn’t contain any good info because the address and phone aren’t
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good anymore”. From Table XI, we understand that phone numbers and addresses, both are of significance
in predicting sensitivity, however, to accurately classify such files, more temporal context of the information is
required. Similarly, 3% of the files contained sensitive information but didn’t belong to the participants, so they
did not state the document as sensitive. Regarding an ex-partner’s resume, a participant mentioned “It might be
slightly sensitive to my ex, but not really.” For a majority of the other documents (70%), participants’ responses
did not signify a strong element of sensitivity. They mentioned reasons such as information that they did not
feel that could compromise them in any manner, or details that were already publicly available.
For images, we noted that most that were classified as sensitive were in fact pictures with faces, memes, or
some form of artwork or original content. However, participants do not perceive them as sensitive. For a family
photo, a participant said “This does not reveal any personal information about me, or the person in the photo”.
In another example of original artwork, our participant mentioned “there is nothing sensitive in the file, but I
would not want someone stealing the image to use as their own.” For pictures containing adult content that
did not directly affect the participants were not considered sensitive. Regarding a nude photo, a participant
mentioned it was not compromising as they were not the subject in the photo.
This investigation reveals that while these selected files were in alignment with our broader definition of
sensitivity classification, but in the end, participants made a decision tailored to their personal opinion. Better
understanding this requires both additional data collection, and also developing personalized classifiers which
account for such personalization. We realize this as a limitation of our current study, and shed light on possible
future work in the next Chapter.

CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we conclude the findings of the two studies performed. We started this work to understand
the broad scope of management of files by users of cloud storage. We specifically looked at if users desired such a
form of management, and if so, what are some of the effective mechanisms and metrics we can develop to enable
this, especially when the scale of their accounts spans many years of data.
To explore this, we conducted an exploratory study. Results show that participants had many files in the
cloud that they had forgotten were there. On showing files, participants wanted to manage at least a quarter
of their files by either deleting them or encrypting them. Another contribution of the exploratory study was
to develop regression models to see if specific file metrics were significant predictors of management. While the
regression models did not provide substantial objective insights, the overall study highlighted the challenges of
an automated solution and the need for understanding of the context of management, as well as additional data
collection.
To develop more context of file management, we explored participants’ free-text responses that explained
how their decisions might generalize. Particularly participants wanted to manage files based on their underlying
sensitivity and usefulness attributes. This important insight motivated the des ign of the follow-up study.
In the second study, we focused on exploring the concepts of sensitivity and usefulness and how we could tailor
them to perform automated file management. We executed this through a combination of qualitative interviews,
data collection surveys, and the development of a machine learning classifier (Aletheia). We primarily used the
sensitivity/usefulness model from Figure 9 to develop the study. Our results determined that decisions about file
management are predicated on several factors, some internal to the user, and some based on the contents of the
file. The design of Aletheia focused not on directly predicting that decision but rather on predicting perceptions
regarding these files that can be inferred using passively collected file metadata, which can then, in turn, be
useful in predicting the ultimate file management decision.
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Our findings were particularly encouraging for the usefulness part of this model, as using automated inference
techniques to first build an understanding of participants’ conceptualization of usefulness significantly improved
our ability to predict their file management decision. The predicted usefulness was the single most predictive
feature for the file management decision classification. This holistic, human-centered approach to create an
automated inference highlights the importance of deep qualitative engagement with users during the design of
such classifiers.
Not only does this human-centered understanding improve the performance of automated inference, but this
approach can also be used to develop a deeper understanding of perceived usefulness and sensitivity for files.
Perceptions of usefulness are strongly correlated with future access, while perceptions of sensitivity correlate with
the existence of PII, financial information, intimate content, and sentimental value.
While our results suggested a strong correlation between usefulness and desire to delete a given file as well
as keeping non-sensitive useful files as-is, there were two notable observations. Firstly, participants’ preferences
for how to manage useful, sensitive files did not map onto our hypothesized model: decisions to protect useful
files were nearly evenly split between sensitive and not sensitive files. Secondly, while not useful files were
nearly always deleted, participants still wanted to retain a nontrivial minority of files deemed not useful. This
phenomenon suggests that using the concept of usefulness is very helpful for determining whether to retain a
given file. Based on this insight, we propose that automated systems should not use such a prediction to make
file retention decisions on behalf of the user, but rather should seek confirmation before applying automated
management.
While predicting usefulness was incredibly helpful for improving decisions about file management, predicting
sensitivity was both less successful and less helpful for supporting the file management inference task. Beyond
being harder to accurately predict because the base rate of sensitive files is very low (13%), these phenomena
suggest that the relationship between sensitivity and file management is more complex than our hypothesized
model. While we were unable to find a performant global (i.e user-agnostic) approach to inferring file sensitivity,
future work can explore the possibility that classifiers tuned to individual users’ preferences would be able to
improve performance on this task.
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Within the sensitivity prediction task, our classifier performed better for images than for documents. While
this can be an artifact of the underlying data, we hypothesize that some of the significant features for images
such as adult, racy, and violent, are evidently easier to automatically detect among images of different users.
On the other hand, while for documents, there were standardized classes of significant and clearly identifiable
features (e.g., PII and financial information), qualitative responses suggest the presence of a strong temporal
aspect associated with such items that our classifier did not take into account. For instance, a resume containing
older PII such a previous address would no longer retain its original sensitivity value. This example highlights the
essentiality of taking into account temporal sensitivity when predicting management. A similar phenomenon,
while it was less pronounced, was also observed in images, where participants described sensitive pictures as
having sentimental value (e.g., pictures of children, loved ones). Directly predicting the sensitivity from collected
features is unlikely to be successful, and this task certainly merits a more in-depth investigation. Not only is
this a difficult task in of itself, but the perception of sentimental value is also unlikely to be user-agnostic, and
certainly necessitates the need for classifiers tuned to individual users.
To summarize, in this work, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of the state of users’ expectations of
cloud storage management as they grow with data, year after year. Using a baseline of perceived file sensitivity
and usefulness, we identify file specific characteristics and use them to develop a classification framework to
predict management decisions for candidate files in cloud storage accounts. We envision future work that to
further improve our understanding of file sensitivity and file management should focus on longitudinal studies to
passively observe participants’ actions over time rather than actively asking them to make management decisions,
and attempt to build a sensitivity/usefulness persona that can account for the variation in perceptions between
users. Additionally, our effort was purely focused on an in-lab study rather than an effective interface for cloud
archive management; creating an interface that can surface these suggestions efficiently would both allow for
operationalizing the results of this project and provide an opportunity for collecting feedback to further improve
Aletheia’s performance.
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APPENDIX

Exploratory Study Survey Instrument
Questions prefixed with the ⇒ symbol indicate conditional-branched questions.
1. Generic Questions

G-1 For approximately how long have you had the Cloud Storage account you are using for this study?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Less than 1 year
At least 1 year, but less than 2 years
At least 2 years, but less than 3 years
At least 3 years, but less than 4 years
At least 4 years, but less than 5 years
More than 5 years

G-11 Cloud storage providers offer both free accounts and paid accounts, where the latter offers more
storage space. Do you use a free Cloud Storage account or a paid Cloud Storage account?
◦ Free account
◦ Paid account
◦ I’m not sure

⇒ G-12 How much do you pay per month?

G2 How often do you use this Cloud Storage account for work or school purposes?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month, but less than once a week
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I do not use it for work or school purposes

G-3 How often do you use this Cloud Storage account for personal purposes (i.e., for purposes other than
for work or school)?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month, but less than once a week
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I do not use it for personal purposes
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G-4 I use this Cloud Storage account for the following purposes: (Check all that apply)








Collaborating with co-workers or classmates by jointly creating and editing files
Collaborating with friends and family by jointly creating and editing files
Sharing files that I have created with co-workers, classmates, or other professional contacts
Sharing files that I have created with family and friends
Backing up files related to my job, school, or career
Backing up files that are not related to my job, school, or career
Other

G-5 There are multiple ways you can access files in your Cloud Storage account. One of these ways is by
installing Cloud Storage software on your computer so that certain folders are automatically synced with
your Cloud Storage account. How often do you access (view or edit) files or folders on your computer that
are automatically synced with your Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never

G-6 Another way to access files in your Cloud Storage account is by using a web browser like Chrome, Firefox, or Safari to log into the Cloud Storage website. How often do you log into the Cloud Storage website
using this account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never

G-7 Yet another way to access files in your Cloud Storage account is by using an app on your smartphone
(IPhone or Android). How often do you use a smartphone app to access files or folders stored in this
Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never, though I do use a smartphone
Never; I do not use a smartphone
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G-8 The following two questions concern the following distinction: A file stored locally is accessible on
your computer (i.e., stored on the hard drive) even if you are not connected to the InternetA file stored
in the cloud is accessible only if you are connected to the Internet Note that a given file might be stored
both locally and in the cloud.

G8-1 Which statement describes your current situation for cloud files?
◦
◦
◦
◦

All of my cloud files are also stored locally on my computer
Most of my cloud files are also stored locally on my computer
Some of my cloud files are also stored locally on my computer
None of my cloud files are also stored locally on my computer

G8-2 Which statement best describes your current situation for files stored locally?
◦
◦
◦
◦

All of my locally stored files are also accessible in the cloud via Cloud Storage
Most of my locally stored files are also accessible in the cloud via Cloud Storage
Some of my locally stored files are also accessible in the cloud via Cloud Storage
None of my locally stored files are also accessible in the cloud via Cloud Storage

G-9 On average, how often do you run out of space on your Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

I am almost always out of storage space
At least once a month
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I have never run out of storage space
I don’t know

G-10 On average, how often do you organize your Cloud Storage by deleting unnecessary files, moving files
to different folders, or performing similar clean-up tasks?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month, but less than once a week
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I have never organized my Cloud Storage
I don’t know

G-13 Overall, which of the following cloud services do you use? (Check all that apply)









Amazon Cloud Drive
Apple iCloud
Box
Dropbox
Google Drive
Microsoft OneDrive
SpiderOak One
Other
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2. File-Specific Questions

CF-1 After looking at this file, do you know what it is? (Note: You might not know what it is if the file
was automatically created or automatically saved to your cloud storage.)
◦ Yes
◦ No

⇒ CF-11 Prior to this survey, I remembered that this file was stored on any device or service I use.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ CF-12 Prior to this survey, I remembered that this file was stored in my Cloud Storage.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ CF-13 As far as you can remember, why did you originally store this file on Cloud Storage?

⇒ CF-14 As far as you can remember, when did you originally store this file on Cloud Storage?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Within the last week
At least a week ago, but less than a month ago
At least a month ago, but less than a year ago
At least a year ago, but less than five years ago
At least five years ago
I don’t know
As far as I remember, I did not store it on Cloud Storage

⇒ CF-15 As far as you remember, when is the last time you accessed (viewed or modified) this file?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Less than a week ago
Over 1 week ago, but less than 1 month ago
Over 1 month ago, but less than 1 year ago
Over 1 year ago, but less than 5 years ago
Over 5 years ago
As far as I know, I have never accessed this file
I don’t remember
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⇒ CF-16 When do you next expect to access (view or modify) this file in the future?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Within the next week
Over 1 week from now, but less than 1 month from now
Over 1 month from now, but less than 1 year from now
Over 1 year from now, but less than 5 years from now
Over 5 years from now, but eventually
Never

CF-2 Which of these statements best characterizes what you would like to happen to this file?
◦ I would like to keep this file stored as-is in my Cloud Storage.
◦ I would like to keep only an encrypted version of this file in my Cloud Storage.
◦ I would like to delete this file from my Cloud Storage.

⇒ CF-21 Files could potentially be stored in the cloud in a way that saves energy. However, this would
mean that the file could only be accessed with some delay, rather than instantaneously. When I next try
to access this file· · ·
◦
◦
◦
◦

· · · no delay in the file being available is acceptable
· · · a delay of up to a few minutes in being able to access the file is acceptable
· · · a delay of up to a few hours in being able to access the file is acceptable
· · · a delay of up to a few days in being able to access the file is acceptable

⇒ CFE-1 It is important to me that this file is encrypted, rather than remaining as-is in my Cloud Storage.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ CFD-1 It is important to me that this file is deleted, rather than remaining as-is in my Cloud Storage.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ CFA-1 Why would you want to continue storing this file as-is on Cloud Storage?

⇒ CFE-2 Why would you want to keep an encrypted version of this file on Cloud Storage?
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⇒ CFD-2 Why would you want to delete this file from Cloud Storage?

CF-3 It is important to me to keep this file safe from unauthorized access.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CF-4 It is important to me that I never lose the ability to access this file.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CF-5 As far as you know, do you have a copy of this file on any other device or service you use?
◦ Yes, I have another copy of the file somewhere
◦ No, I do not have any other copies of this file
◦ I’m not sure

⇒ CFD-3 Which of the following two statements better describes what you would want to happen?
◦ Although I would like to delete this file from my Cloud Storage account, I would want to keep a copy of the file on a
local device (e.g., my computer or smartphone)
◦ I would like to delete this file from my Cloud Storage account, and I would not want to keep a copy of the file on any of
my local devices

CF-6 Are there any other files stored in your Cloud Storage account for which you would want to apply
the same file-management decision (keep as-is, encrypt, delete) as for this file?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ I’m not sure

⇒ CF-61 For what other files in your Cloud Storage would you want to apply the same file-management
decision? Please describe those files using whatever language you use to think about them, rather than
constraining yourself to the current Cloud Storage interface.
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⇒ CF-62 Why would you not want to apply the same file-management decision from this file to other files
in your Cloud Storage?

Questions For Files Shared with Individuals

CSP-1 For each of these people with whom the file is shared, indicate below whether you know who the
person is.

I know who this is,
and I have talked to
them within the last year

I know who this is,
but I have not talked
to them in over a year

I do not know who this is

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

Member A
Member B
Member C

CSP-2 For each of these people, indicate below whether you would want to keep sharing this particular
file with that person, stop sharing this particular file with that person, or whether it doesn’t matter to
you.

Member A
Member B
Member C

Definitely keep sharing

Doesn’t matter

Definitely stop sharing

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦

CSP-3 To your knowledge, were you the person who originally shared this file with those people?
◦
◦
◦
◦

I
I
I
I

am the person who shared this file with all of those people
am the person who shared this file with some, but not all, of those people
am not the person who shared this file with any of those people
don’t know
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⇒ CSP-11 You indicated that you want to keep s haring this file with at least one other person. Why do
you want to keep sharing this file with them?

⇒ CSP-12 You indicated that you want to stop sharing this file with at least one other person. Why do
you want to stop sharing this file with them?
CSP-31 If you remember, when did you first share this file with other people?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Less than a week ago (1)
Over 1 week ago, but less than 1 month ago (2)
Over 1 month ago, but less than 1 year ago (3)
Over 1 year ago, but less than 5 years ago (4)
Over 5 years ago (5)
I don’t know (6)

⇒ CSP-32 (Optional) If you remember, why did you originally share this file with MamberA?
⇒ CSP-33 (Optional) If you remember, why did you originally share this file with MamberB?
⇒ CSP-34 (Optional) If you remember, why did you originally share this file with MamberC?

CSP-4 If anyone other than me changes (modifies or deletes) the file, my copy of the file should also reflect
their changes.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CSP-41 Why?

CSP-5 If I change (modify or delete) this file, other people’s copies of the file should also reflect my
changes.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CSP-51 Why?
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Questions For Files Shared via Link

CSI-1 To your knowledge, were you the person who created a shareable link for this file?
◦ Yes, I am the person who created the link for sharing this file
◦ No, I am not the person who created the link for sharing this file
◦ I don’t know

⇒ CSI-11 To your knowledge, with how many people have you shared the link to access this file?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

No one other than yourself
1 - 5 people
6 - 10 people
11 - 15 people
16 - 20 people
More than 20 people
I don’t know

CSI-2 Do you want to keep sharing this particular file with others using a link, stop sharing this particular
file with others using a link, or does it not matter to you?
◦ Definitely keep sharing using a link
◦ Doesn’t matter
◦ Definitely stop sharing using a link

⇒ CSI-21 You indicated that you want to keep sharing this file using a link. Why do you want to keep
sharing this file?

⇒ CSI-22 You indicated that you want to stop sharing this file using a link. Why do you want to stop
sharing this file?

⇒ CSI-12 If you remember, when did you set this file to be shared using a link?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Less than a week ago
Over 1 week ago, but less than 1 month ago
Over 1 month ago, but less than 1 year ago
Over 1 year ago, but less than 5 years ago
Over 5 years ago
I don’t know

⇒ CSI-13 (Optional) If you remember, why did you originally share this file using a link?
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CSI-3 If anyone other than me changes (modifies or deletes) the file, my copy of the file should also reflect
their changes.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CSI-31 Why?

CSI-4 If I change (modify or delete) this file, other people’s copies of the file should also reflect my changes.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

CSI-41 Why?
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3. Demographic Questions

DE (Regardless of whether or not I would want to encrypt any of the files I saw in today’s study,) it would
be helpful if I could specify that a file on my Cloud Storageshould be automatically encrypted.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ DE-11 Why would it be helpful?

⇒ DE-12 How, if at all, could Cloud Storage identify files or folders in your account that should be automatically encrypted?

⇒ DE-2 Why would it not be helpful?

DD It would be helpful if I could choose that certain files or folders would automatically and permanently
delete themselves from my Cloud Storageaccount after a period of time I specify.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ DD-11 Why would it be helpful??

⇒ DD-12 How, if at all, could Cloud Storage automatically identify files or folders in your account that
should be automatically deleted??

⇒ DD-2 Why would it not be helpful?

DA It would be helpful if I could specify that certain files or folders would automatically move to an
archive (saving energy, but causing a delay when I try to access the file) after a period of time I specify.
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◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

⇒ DA-11 Why would it be helpful?

⇒ DA-12 How, if at all, could Cloud Storage automatically identify files or folders in your account that
should be automatically moved to an energy-saving archive?

⇒ DA-2 Why would it not be helpful?

DC (Optional) Do you have any other comments about anything in today’s survey?

DP-1 With what gender do you identify?
◦
◦
◦
◦

Male
Female
Other
Prefer not to answer

DP-2 Are you majoring in, or do you have a degree or job in, computer science, computer engineering,
information technology, or a related field?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Prefer not to answer

DP-3 How old are you?

DP-4 What is your occupation?
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Exploratory Study Regression Tables
The results of a mixed-effects logistic regression to identify what factors were correlated with recognizing what
the file is (baseline: not recognized). Non-italicized values in the baseline column specify the baseline category for
terms representing categorical variables. Italicized values in the baseline column indicate the units for numerical terms.
Significant p-values are shown in bold.

Table XIII: Appendix - Factors correlated with file recognition.
Factor

Baseline / Units

Service: Dropbox
File Type: Document
File Type: Image
File Type: Spreadsheet
File Type: Video
Access: Editor
Access: Viewer
Days Since Modified
File Size
Shared
Account Age
Participant Tech. Background
Participant Age
Account for Work Purposes
Account for Personal Purposes
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Document
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Image
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Spreadsheet
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Video
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Editor
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Viewer
Service: Dropbox * Days Since Modified
Service: Dropbox * File Size
Service: Dropbox * Shared

Google Drive
Other
Other
Other
Other
Owner
Owner
log10(days+1)
log10(bytes)
Not shared
Years
No
Years
No
No
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, Not

Coefficient

Std. Error

z value

p

-0.727
1.997
0.940
1.209
1.483
-2.143
-1.690
-0.308
0.264
-0.058
0.274
0.350
0.016
0.491
-0.147
0.050
0.425
0.152
0.187
2.983
1.038
-0.538
0.276
0.754

2.219
0.488
0.424
0.896
1.070
0.653
0.664
0.285
0.142
0.541
0.166
0.429
0.021
0.427
0.528
0.866
0.733
1.499
1.702
1.258
1.688
0.591
0.213
0.883

-0.328
4.090
2.215
1.349
1.386
-3.281
-2.546
-1.082
1.862
-0.107
1.654
0.816
0.772
1.150
-0.278
0.058
0.580
0.102
0.110
2.371
0.615
-0.911
1.297
0.853

0.743
<.001
0.027
0.177
0.166
0.001
0.011
0.279
0.062
0.915
0.098
0.414
0.440
0.250
0.781
0.954
0.562
0.919
0.912
0.018
0.539
0.362
0.195
0.393
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The results of a mixed-effects ordinal regression to identify what factors were correlated with remembering that the
file was stored in the cloud, which was recorded on a five-point Likert scale coded as an integer from -2 (the participant
strongly disagrees that they remembered the file was stored in the cloud) to 2 (the participant strongly agrees that they
remembered the file was stored in the cloud). Non-italicized values in the baseline column specify the baseline category for
terms representing categorical variables. Italicized values in the baseline column indicate the units for numerical terms.
Significant p-values are shown in bold.

Table XIV: Appendix - Factors correlated with file remembrance.
Factor

Baseline / Units

Service: Dropbox
File Type: Document
File Type: Image
File Type: Spreadsheet
File Type: Video
Access: Editor
Access: Viewer
Days Since Modified
File Size
Shared
Account Age
Participant Tech. Background
Participant Age
Account for Work Purposes
Account for Personal Purposes
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Document
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Image
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Spreadsheet
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Video
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Editor
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Viewer
Service: Dropbox * Days Since Modified
Service: Dropbox * File Size
Service: Dropbox * Shared

Google Drive
Other
Other
Other
Other
Owner
Owner
log10(days+1)
log10(bytes)
Not shared
Years
No
Years
No
No
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, Not

Coefficient

Std. Error

z value

p

-1.444
0.102
-0.150
-0.063
1.467
-1.067
-3.09
-0.658
0.058
0.375
-0.126
-0.459
0.011
-0.382
0.726
0.025
0.106
0.682
-2.348
1.549
4.084
-0.294
0.294
-0.493

1.111
0.220
0.002
0.599
0.655
0.428
0.455
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.433
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.483
0.403
0.988
0.917
0.688
1.187
0.259
0.095
0.428

-1.300
0.465
-88.197
-0.104
2.239
-2.493
-6.789
-385.835
34.251
220.280
-73.893
-1.061
6.491
-212.773
404.017
0.051
0.263
0.690
-2.560
2.250
3.441
-1.133
3.086
-1.154

0.193
0.642
<.001
0.917
0.025
0.013
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.289
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.959
0.793
0.490
0.010
0.024
<.001
0.257
0.002
0.249
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The results of a mixed-effects logistic regression to identify what factors were correlated with expressing a preference
to delete the file shown, as opposed to keeping the file as-is. Files the participant wanted to encrypt are excluded from
this model. Non-italicized values in the baseline column specify the baseline category for terms representing categorical
variables. Italicized values in the baseline column indicate the units for numerical terms. Significant p-values are shown
in bold.

Table XV: Appendix - Factors correlated with preferences for file deletion.
Factor

Baseline / Units

Service: Dropbox
File Type: Document
File Type: Image
File Type: Spreadsheet
File Type: Video
Access: Editor
Access: Viewer
Days Since Modified
File Size
Shared
Account Age
Participant Tech. Background
Participant Age
Account for Work Purposes
Account for Personal Purposes
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Document
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Image
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Spreadsheet
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Video
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Editor
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Viewer
Service: Dropbox * Days Since Modified
Service: Dropbox * File Size
Service: Dropbox * Shared

Google Drive
Other
Other
Other
Other
Owner
Owner
log10(days+1)
log10(bytes)
Not shared
Years
No
Years
No
No
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, Not

Coefficient

Std. Error

z value

p

-2.342
-0.375
-0.226
1.233
-1.143
1.379
2.054
0.077
-0.149
-0.361
-0.186
-0.129
-0.018
-0.045
-0.420
1.024
1.208
-0.158
1.350
-2.924
-3.322
0.351
0.020
0.859

1.556
0.335
0.337
0.696
0.683
0.518
0.535
0.189
0.105
0.359
0.142
0.362
0.017
0.361
0.435
0.631
0.602
1.278
1.073
0.864
1.624
0.355
0.160
0.611

-1.505
-1.121
-0.671
1.772
-1.673
2.665
3.838
0.407
-1.419
-1.006
-1.316
-0.355
-1.012
-0.123
-0.964
1.623
2.007
-0.123
1.258
-3.385
-2.045
0.989
0.127
1.406

0.132
0.262
0.502
0.076
0.094
0.008
<.001
0.684
0.156
0.314
0.188
0.722
0.312
0.902
0.335
0.105
0.045
0.902
0.208
<.001
0.041
0.322
0.899
0.160
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The results of a mixed-effects logistic regression to identify what factors were correlated with expressing a preference
to encrypt the file shown, as opposed to keeping the file as-is. Files the participant wanted to delete are excluded from
this model. Non-italicized values in the baseline column specify the baseline category for terms representing categorical
variables. Italicized values in the baseline column indicate the units for numerical terms. Significant p-values are shown
in bold.

Table XVI: Appendix - Factors correlated with preferences for file encryption.
Factor

Baseline / Units

Service: Dropbox
File Type: Document
File Type: Image
File Type: Spreadsheet
File Type: Video
Access: Editor
Access: Viewer
Days Since Modified
File Size
Shared
Account Age
Participant Tech. Background
Participant Age
Account for Work Purposes
Account for Personal Purposes
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Document
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Image
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Spreadsheet
Service: Dropbox * File Type: Video
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Editor
Service: Dropbox * Access Type: Viewer
Service: Dropbox * Days Since Modified
Service: Dropbox * File Size
Service: Dropbox * Shared

Google Drive
Other
Other
Other
Other
Owner
Owner
log10(days+1)
log10(bytes)
Not shared
Years
No
Years
No
No
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Other
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, Owner
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, N/A
Google Drive, Not

Coefficient

Std. Error

z value

p

-4.400
-0.348
-0.424
-24.054
-1.527
0.255
-23.491
-0.034
-0.256
-0.086
0.105
1.177
-0.032
-1.37
-0.594
1.098
1.375
28.213
1.583
0.156
24.414
-0.086
0.517
0.189

2.808
0.645
0.680
420.899
1.340
0.982
280.600
0.341
0.189
0.634
0.234
0.562
0.029
0.549
0.624
1.228
1.108
420.896
1.987
1.442
280.597
0.571
0.290
1.056

-1.567
-0.539
-0.624
-0.057
-1.139
0.260
-0.084
-0.099
-1.355
-0.135
0.451
2.095
-1.089
-2.486
-0.952
0.894
1.241
0.067
0.797
0.108
0.087
-0.150
1.783
0.179

0.117
0.590
0.533
0.954
0.255
0.795
0.933
0.921
0.176
0.892
0.652
0.036
0.276
0.013
0.341
0.371
0.215
0.947
0.426
0.914
0.931
0.881
0.075
0.858
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The results of a mixed-effects ordinal regression to identify what factors were correlated with expressing a preference
to stop sharing the file shown. In particular the dependent variable is an ordinal variable reflecting a preference to
keep sharing (1), whether the sharing setting does not matter (2), or to stop sharing (3). Non-italicized values in the
baseline column specify the baseline category for terms representing categorical variables. Italicized values in the baseline
column indicate the units for numerical terms. Significant p-values are shown in bold.

Table XVII: Appendix - Factors correlated with wanting to stop sharing.
Factor

Baseline / Units

Service: Dropbox
File Type: Document
File Type: Image
File Type: Spreadsheet
File Type: Video
Access: Editor
Access: Viewer
Days Since Modified
File Size
Account Age
Participant Tech. Background
Participant Age
Account for Work Purposes
Account for Personal Purposes
Relationship to Sharing Recipient

Google Drive
Other
Other
Other
Other
Owner
Owner
log10(days+1)
log10(bytes)
Years
No
Years
No
No
Have communicated in past year

Coefficient

Std. Error

z value

p

-3.083
0.303
-1.211
2.470
-2.945
-0.466
-1.610
1.729
0.861
-0.159
-1.234
-0.006
-0.261
1.324
3.422

1.492
1.266
1.264
2.072
1.899
1.009
3.936
1.028
0.348
0.715
1.509
0.072
1.431
1.547
0.777

-2.066
0.240
-0.958
1.192
-1.551
-0.462
-0.408
1.682
2.472
-0.223
-0.818
-0.091
-0.183
0.856
-0.360

0.038
0.810
0.338
0.232
0.121
0.643
0.683
0.092
0.013
0.823
0.413
0.927
0.854
0.392
<.001
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Cumulative Distributions of Account Level Properties

The cumulative distribution of the age of participants’ accounts. As Google Drive started on April 24, 2012,
the oldest Google Drive account is around 5 years old.
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Figure 18: Appendix - The cumulative distribution of account age.
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The distribution of how participants’ accounts varied in (the natural logarithm of) the number of bytes
stored. Dropbox and Google Drive follow similar trends.
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Figure 19: Appendix - The cumulative distribution of account size.
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The distribution of (the natural logarithm of) the number of files in participants’ accounts. Dropbox and
Google Drive follow similar trends.
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Figure 20: Appendix - The logarithmic distribution of account files.
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File sharing trends among Dropbox and Google Drive participants.
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Figure 21: Appendix - The cumulative distribution of shared files.
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Qualitative Interview Script
Part 1: Generic Questions
Questions on general cloud storage usage
Q: What is useful about storing your files in the cloud?
Q: What is difficult about storing your files in the cloud, or about using your files that are stored in the cloud?

Questions on the sensitivity of files in the cloud
Q: In general, what do you feel that makes information or data stored on your cloud sensitive?
Q: If you were given the opportunity to list out reasons of why a file is could be sensitive, what would all the
reasons be?
Q: Can you provide us of any examples of sensitive files you might have online in the cloud?
Q: Do you have any files elsewhere which you hesitated to upload online because they were sensitive?

Next you will be provided with different scenarios regarding the sensitivity of files. You will be
required to provide examples of files that you believe to fit the criteria. You can provide file categories,
or be more specific by providing file extensions, etc.
Q: Please provide example files in the following scenarios:
• Files you would be concerned about if they were hacked from your cloud.
• Files on the cloud, if which were made public on to social media, that worry or embarrass you
• Files on the cloud which would concern you if your close family members saw them.

Questions on the usefulness of files in the cloud
Q: If you were given the opportunity to list out reasons of why a file is useful, what would all the reasons be?
Q: Can you provide us of files which are useful to you have online or elsewhere?
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Next you will be provided with different scenarios regarding the usefulness of files. You will be
required to provide examples of files that you believe to fit the criteria. You can provide file categories,
or be more specific by providing file extensions, etc.
Q: Please provide example files in the following scenarios:
• Files you would recover if they were accidentally deleted from your cloud account
• Files on the cloud that you access and update on a regular basis.
• Files on the cloud that you have shared with your friends and family

Part 2: File-Specific Questions
Sensitivity-specific questions
Q: Do you consider this file to be sensitive?
Only ask this question if there was an affirmative response to “do you consider this file to be sensitive?”
Q: What particularly do you consider sensitive about this file?
Q: Would you be concerned if this file was breached in an event of a hack or unauthorized access to your account?
Q: How would you feel about protecting this file in a way such that every time you access it, you will be required
to input a password or a secret key

Usefulness-specific questions
Q: Is the file shown currently useful to you?
Q: Will this file be useful to you in the future?
Only ask this question if there was an affirmative response to “is the file shown currently useful to
you?” OR an affirmative response to “will this file be useful to you in the future?”
Q: What particularly do you consider sensitive about this file?
Q: Would you like to keep this file forever on the cloud?
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Data Collection Visualization

Figure 22: Appendix - Description of features collected from cloud files.
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Quantitative Study Survey Instrument
Questions prefixed with the ⇒ symbol indicate conditional-branched questions.
1. Generic Questions

G-1 For approximately how long have you had the Cloud Storage account you are using for this study?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Less than 1 year
At least 1 year, but less than 2 years
At least 2 years, but less than 3 years
At least 3 years, but less than 4 years
At least 4 years, but less than 5 years
More than 5 years

G-2 Cloud storage providers offer both free accounts and paid accounts, where the latter offers more
storage space. Do you use a free Cloud Storage account or a paid Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦

Free account
I pay for it
My school/work pays for it
Don’t know

G-3 Which best describes how often you use this Cloud Storage account for work or school purposes?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month, but less than once a week
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I do not use it for work or school purposes
Don’t Know

G-4 Which best describes how often you use this Cloud Storage account for personal purposes (i.e., for
purposes other than for work or school)?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month, but less than once a week
At least once a year, but less than once a month
Less than once a year, but sometimes
I do not use it for work or school purposes
Don’t Know

G-5 For which tasks below do you use this Cloud Storage account? (Check all that apply)







Collaborating with co-workers, classmates, or professional contacts by jointly creating and editing files
Collaborating with friends and family by jointly creating and editing files
Sharing files that I have created with co-workers, classmates, or other professional contacts
Sharing files that I have created with family and friends
Backing up files related to my job, school, or career
Backing up files that are related not related to my job, school, or career
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 Other

G-6 There are multiple ways you can access files in your Cloud Storage account. One is to access files
in your Cloud Storage account is by using a web browser like Chrome, Firefox, or Safari to log into the
Cloud Storage website.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never
Don’t Know

G-7 Another way to access files in your Cloud Storage account is by using an app on your smartphone
(IPhone or Android). How often do you use a smartphone app to access files or folders stored in this
Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never
Don’t Know

G-8 Another way is by installing Cloud Storage software on your computer so that certain folders are automatically synced with your Cloud Storage account. How often do you access (view or edit) files or folders
on your computer that are automatically synced with your Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Daily or more frequently
Every few days
Weekly
Monthly
Less than once a month, but sometimes
Never
Don’t Know

For the next question, we define media files mainly as images, videos and audio files. Documents are text-based files such
as word documents, pdfs, ebooks, spreadsheets and slides. All other files belong to the other category.
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G-9 Among these types of files, which do you most commonly store in your Cloud Storage account?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Mostly media files and only a few documents or other files
Mostly documents and only a few media or other files
Mostly other files and only a few media files or documents
Files of all types, with no clear majority
Other
Don’t Know

G-10 Which best describes how often you revisit your Cloud Storage to organize it by deleting unnecessary
files, moving files to different folders, or performing similar clean-up tasks?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

At least once a week
At least once a month
At least once a year
Less than once a year
I have never organized my Cloud Storage
Don’t know

G-11 Please state your agreement with the following statement: My Cloud Storage account is organized.
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

G-12 Please spend at least a minute answering the following question: What are the different reasons you
might want to keep a file in your Cloud Storage?

G-13 Do you believe that you have files in your Cloud Storage that you may need to reference or use in
the future?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-131 Please describe what kinds of files in are your Cloud Storage that you may need to reference or
use in the future?

⇒ G-132 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?
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G-14 Do you anticipate you have files in your Cloud Storage that have sentimental value?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-141 What are the kinds of files on your Cloud Storage that have sentimental value?

⇒ G-142 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?

G-15 Do you anticipate you have files in your Cloud Storage that are for backup purposes?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-151 What are the kinds of files on your Cloud Storage that are for backup purposes?

⇒ G-152 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?

G-16 Please spend at least a minute answering the following question: What are the different reasons you
might consider a file in your Cloud Storage potentially harmful, risky, or dangerous if it were accessed by
an unauthorized party?

G-17 Do you anticipate you have files in your Cloud Storage that may contain personally identifiable or
financial information about you?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-171 What are the kinds of files in your Cloud Storage that may contain personally identifiable or
financial information about you?

⇒ G-172 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?
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G-18 Do you anticipate you have files in your Cloud Storage that may contain personally identifiable or
financial information about people other than you?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-181 What are the kinds of files in your Cloud Storage that may contain personally identifiable or
financial information about people other than you?

⇒ G-182 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?

G-19 Do you believe that you have files in your Cloud Storage that may contain intimate or embarrassing
content?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-191 What are the kinds of files in your Cloud Storage that may contain intimate or embarrassing
content?

⇒ G-192 Why don’t you have any such files in your Cloud Storage?

G-20 Do you believe that you have files in your Cloud Storage that may contain content that you have
created (e.g., art, writing)?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-201 What are the kinds of files in your Cloud Storage that may contain that may contain content that
you have created (e.g., art, writing)?

⇒ G-202 Why don’t you have any such files on your Cloud Storage?
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G-21 Do you believe that you have files in your Cloud Storage that may contain proprietary information
(e.g., from your workplace)?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know

⇒ G-211 What are the kinds of files in your Cloud Storage that may contain proprietary information (e.g.,
from your workplace)?

⇒ G-212 Why don’t you have any such files on your Cloud Storage?

G-22 How concerned would you be if the files stored in this Cloud Storage account were leaked in a data
breach?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Extremely concerned
Moderately concerned
Somewhat concerned
Slightly concerned
Not at all concerned

G-23 Have you enabled two-factor authentication on your account (in which you use your phone/email for
verification in addition to your password)?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know
G-24 Have you taken any additional steps to protect files in your account from a potential data breach?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Don’t know
⇒ G-241 What kind of steps have you taken to protect your files from a data breach? *
⇒ G-242 Why have you not taken any steps to protect your files from a data breach?
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2. File-Specific Questions
U-1 Please rate your agreement with this statement: “I consider this file worth keeping.”
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

⇒ U-11 Why is this file worth keeping? (Select all that apply)





I may need to reference this file in the future
This file has sentimental value associated with it
The file is useful for backup purposes
Other

⇒ U-12 Why is this file not worth keeping? (Select all that apply)







This file is no longer useful
I have a copy of this file elsewhere
I do not recognize this file
I do not remember originally storing this file to my Cloud Storage
It would be risky to keep this file
Other

⇒ U-13 How long do you expect this file to be worth keeping?
◦
◦
◦
◦

Forever
For at least 5 years, but not forever
For the next 1 - 5 years
For at most the next year

U-2 To the best of your knowledge, when was the last time you accessed (viewed or modified) this file?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Within the last month
Between one month and one year ago
Between one year and five years ago
At least 5 years ago
Never

U-3 When do you next expect to access (view or modify) this file in the future?
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Within the last month
Between one month and one year ago
Between one year and five years ago
Over 5 years from now, but eventually
Never
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S-1 Please rate your agreement with this statement: “It would be risky, harmful, or otherwise dangerous
if this file were accessed without my consent.”
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

⇒ S-11 Why is this file risky, harmful, or dangerous? (Select all that apply





It contains personally identifiable information or financial information
It contains intimate or embarrassing content
It contains intellectual property or has proprietary information
Other

⇒ S-12 Why is this file not risky, harmful, or dangerous? (Select all that apply)
 It contains information that is already public
 It contains content that does need to be protected
 Other

How would you like to manage this file from among the three options listed below?
1. Keep As-Is: The file will remain in your cloud storage account in its current state.
2. Delete: The file will be removed from your cloud storage account
3. Protect: The file will remain in your cloud storage account. However, you will need to take extra security steps to
access the contents of the file.

M-1 Which of these statements best characterizes what you would like to happen to this file?
◦ I would like to keep this file stored as-is in my Cloud Storage
◦ I would like to delete this file from my Cloud Storage
◦ I would like to protect this file in my Cloud Storage

⇒ M-11 Why would you want to keep this file as-is in your Cloud Storage?

⇒ M-12 Why would you want to delete this file from your Cloud Storage?

⇒ M-13 Why would you want to keep a protected version of this file in your Cloud Storage?
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3. Demographic Questions

D-1 With what gender do you identify?
◦ Male
◦ Female
◦ Non-binary
◦ Other
◦ Prefer not to answer

D-2 Are you majoring in, or do you have a degree or job in, any of the following fields?: computer science;
computer engineering; information technology; or a related field?
◦ Yes
◦ No
◦ Prefer not to answer

D-3 How old are you? (optional)

D-4 What is your occupation?
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following UIC policies and responsibilities for investigators:
1. Amendments You are responsible for reporting any amendments to your research protocol
that may affect the determination of the exemption and may result in your research no
longer being eligible for the exemption that has been granted.
2. Record Keeping You are responsible for maintaining a copy all research related records in a
secure location in the event future verification is necessary, at a minimum these documents
include: the research protocol, the claim of exemption application, all questionnaires,
survey instruments, interview questions and/or data collection instruments associated with
this research protocol, recruiting or advertising materials, any consent forms or information
sheets given to subjects, or any other pertinent documents.
3. Final Report When you have completed work on your research protocol, you should submit a
final report to the Office for Protection of Research Subjects (OPRS).
4. Information for Human Subjects UIC Policy requires investigators to provide information
about the research to subjects and to obtain their permission prior to their participating in
the research. The information about the research should be presented to subjects as detailed
in the research protocol, application and supporting documents.
Please be sure to use your research protocol number (2017-0186) on any documents or
correspondence with the IRB concerning your research protocol.
We wish you the best as you conduct your research. If you have any questions or need further
help, please contact me at (312) 355-2908 or the OPRS office at (312) 996-1711.
Sincerely,
Charles W. Hoehne
Assistant Director, IRB #7
Office for the Protection of Research Subjects
cc:

Robert Sloan, Computer Science, M/C 152
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